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ABSTRACT 

E-health has the potential to improve health care service deliveries in developing 
countries that are associated with poor access to health facilities due to lack of proper 
transportation systems, lack of adequate resources in terms of finances and personnel 
in the health sector. 

Many developed countries like the Unites States of America and the European Union 
member states have implemented e-health solutions in their health sectors to improve 
health services through improved access to medical information be it Electronic Health 
Records (EHR) or administrative information. 

Developing countries are also implementing e-health in their health sectors in trying to 
improve health services through use of ICT. However, developing countries are lacking 
in a lot of necessities of e-health in terms of electrical and ICT infrastructures, money, 
credible political backing, meaningful administrative regulations, and local human 
resources. 

Most e-health solutions keep data like the electronic health records which is very 
sensitive and confidential and security of such data need to be properly managed in 
order to preserve its Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability.  

Now as developing countries embark on e-health in their health sectors, with all the 
challenges they are facing, what are the best practices to be followed for security 
management of their e-health solutions? This is the focus of my research as it tries to 
come up with best practices for security management of e-health solutions in 
developing countries. 
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1. Chapter One: Introduction and Nature of the problem 

This chapter gives the background information of the research problem, its relevance to 
the research, the objectives and scope of the research.  

1.1. Background 

Joaquin (2010), defined e-health as the use of information and communications 
technologies (ICT) in support of health and health-related fields, including health-care 
services, health surveillance, health literature, and health education, knowledge and 
research and noted that it has the potential to greatly improve health service efficiency, 
expand or scale up treatment delivery to thousands of patients in developing countries, 
and improve patient outcomes. 

According to Joaquin (2010), information systems, such as electronic health records 
(EHRs) and mobile phones and handheld computers, can be of enormous value in 
providing health care in multiple settings as they can support a health workers 
performing clinician duties where there are no doctors and can help keep track of 
patients in HIV programs where the loss rate (patients who drop out of treatment) can 
be as high as 76 percent. Joaquin (2010) further noted that when e-health  is used  to 
monitor inventories, these systems can save lives and prevent the increase of drug 
resistance by keeping medicines in stock and can provide accurate, timely information 
for strategic planning, especially in areas where hand-compiled data are often years out 
of date. 

“The World Health Assembly recognized e-health as the way to achieve cost-effective 
and secure use of ICTs for health and related fields, and urged its member states to 
consider drawing up long-term strategic plans for developing and implementing e-health 
services and infrastructure in their health sectors” [Healy (2008), P.5]. 

The implementation of e-health systems and services in all countries, particularly in 
developing countries, is a challenge which is shared by the United Nations agencies 
and health authorities at the international, national and local levels and there is a clear 
need for guidance on an approach and methodology which hold the most promise for 
success that should make it possible to avoid costly errors and enhance the efficiency 
of health systems themselves and ultimately support the sustainable and effective use 
of such services (Healy, 2005). 

Healy (2005) noted that the first step in the implementation  of e-health solutions 
depends on the degree to which e-health applications are dependent on technologies 
(networks, high-speed transmission, access facilities and the associated costs), local 
network infrastructures – which in turn are highly dependent on local economies and as 
for the least developed countries, with an average annual income per person of less 
than USD 1,000 and account for two and a half billion people contributes to difficulties in 
its implementation. 
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Given the sensitive nature of healthcare information, and the high degree of 
dependence of health professionals on trustworthy records, the issues of reliability (data 
residing in the electronic health record are accurate and remains accurate), security 
(owner and users of the electronic health record can control data transmission and 
storage), and privacy (subject of data can control their use and dissemination) are of 
particular significance and must be clearly and effectively addressed by health and 
health-related organisations and professionals (Rodrigues (2003), P.15). 

1.2. Problem Statement 

As developing countries embark on e-health with an aim of improving health care 
service delivery in their health care systems as was noted by Joaquin (2010), what are 
the best practices to be followed to secure their e-health solutions? 

1.3. Relevance of the problem. 

Hospitals are aggregators of birth and death records which are often used for synthetic 
identity theft by fabricating identities from multiple sources and patient data collected 
and stored in health facilities is the most valuable and content rich for fraudulent use 
and profitability due to information that is associated with it like, social security numbers, 
credit cards, and mailing addresses (Fraud, 2008). Fraud (2008) also observed that 
health data breaches are the most difficult to clean-up and cause problems beyond 
financial damage in health sector. For example, patients whose data has been used for 
medical fraud, whenever perpetrators use that information for treatment, these patients 
usually suffer from insurance eligibility as well as misdiagnosis due to data on their 
records that does not apply to them.  

Anderson, James (2002), also observed that violations of security of medical records by 
authorized users poses major problems and are arise due to mistakes, curiosity, or for 
other reasons. 

In this regard, it is therefore imperative for institutions including governments 
implementing e-health solutions in their health care systems to manage information 
security of their e-health solutions. As was noted by Harris (2010), Information security 
management needs to have management support in terms of financing, resourcing and 
approvals, how then can developing countries who have limited resources best manage 
security of their e-health solutions? 

1.4. Research question 
My research question is “What best practices for security in patient health 
information systems should be followed for the successful implementation of e-
health services in a resource limited setting?” using Malawi as a case study. 
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1.5. Research Objective 

The objective of my research is to identify the best practices for security in e-health 
solutions in developing countries e.g. Malawi that heavily relies on donor aid to run its 
health care system. 

1.6. Research Scope and Delimitation  

This research has focused on identifying best practices for security for e-health 
implementations in developing countries which according to Healy (2008) are the least 
developed countries, with an average annual income per person of less than USD 1,000 
and  account for two and a half billion people.  

The research will not focus on identifying best practices for security in E-health 
implementations for developed countries who according to Healy(2008) are the "rich" 
countries, where the average annual income per person is in the order of USD 10,000 
and includes the G8 countries where one billion of the planet's inhabitants live. The 
countries in transition with middle income levels and are undergoing rapid 
developments such as China, India, Brazil and Viet Nam are also out of scope. 

2. Chapter Two: Research Method  

This chapter describes the methods used in my research. It covers the type of research 
that I have used, data collection tools & methods used data sources for the research, 
data analysis and criterion for validity and reliability of my research. 

2.1 Research Type 

According to Harling (2002), a case study is a holistic inquiry that investigates a 
contemporary phenomenon within its natural setting and further defined the key 
elements of case study as:  

a) phenomenon that can be many different things like  a program, an event, an 
activity, a problem or an individual(s),  

b) The natural setting which is the context within which this phenomenon appears 
such that context is included because contextual conditions are considered 
highly pertinent to the phenomenon being studied either because many factors in 
the setting impinge on the phenomenon or because the separation between the 
phenomenon and the context is not clearly evident.  Harling (2002) further noted 
that the phenomenon and setting are a bound system i.e., there are limits on 
what is considered relevant or workable and the boundaries are set in terms of 
time, place, events, and processes.  
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c)  Holistic inquiry that involves collection of in-depth and detailed data that are rich 
in content and involve multiple sources of information including direct 
observation, participant observations, interviews, audio-visual material, 
documents, reports and physical artifacts whereby the multiple sources of 
information provide the wide array of information needed to provide an in-depth 
picture.  

Pamela (2008) also noted that qualitative case study methodology provides tools for 
researchers to study complex phenomena within their context such that if correctly 
applied, it becomes a valuable method for health science research to develop theory, 
evaluate programs, and develop interventions. Pamela further referred to  Yin (2003) 
who stated that a case study design should be considered based on the following 
conditions:  (a) when the focus of the study is to answer “how” and “why” questions; (b) 
when the behavior of those involved in the study cannot be manipulated; (c) when 
covering contextual conditions because due to  relevance of the  phenomenon under 
study;  and  (d) when the boundaries are not clear between the phenomenon and 
context. 

According to Creswell (2007), qualitative research is used when a problem or issue 
needs to be explored because of the need to study a group or population, identify 
variables that can be measured, or hear silenced voices and also because we need a 
complex, detailed understanding of the issue that can only be established by talking 
directly with people, going to their homes or places of work, and allowing them to tell 
stories unencumbered by what is expect to be found. 

Golafshani (2003), also noted that quantitative research allows the researcher to 
familiarize him/herself with the problem or concept to be studied, and perhaps generate 
hypotheses to be tested with emphasis on facts and causes of behaviour whose 
information is in the form of numbers that can be quantified and summarized, and 
mathematics is the method usually deployed for analysing numeric data is and the final 
result is expressed in statistical terminologies 

My research is a scientific research (qualitative research) that systematically seeks to 
identify the best practices for security management of e-health solutions for successful 
implementation of e-health services in a resource limited setting using Malawi Ministry 
of Health’s initiative on implementation of the e-health services in its health care delivery 
system as a case study.  

The type of research I have used in my thesis is in line with Creswell’s and Gill’s 
description of qualitative research since I will need to interact with various people from 
their work places, in hospitals and even through telecommunications in order to explore 
the problem area my research tries to answer. 
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2.2 Research Approach 

According to Gill (2011), some of the formal approaches used in qualitative research 
include focus groups, in-depth interviews, content analysis, ethnography, evaluation and 
semiotics, but qualitative research also involves the analysis of any unstructured 
material, including customer feedback forms, reports or media clips. 

In this research, I have used the following approaches for data collection that would 
later be analysed in search for answers to my research 

a) Key informant interviews with health workers at point of care who are using 
Electronic Data Systems to understand the coloration between the health 
ethics, privacy and information security. 

b) Key-informant interviews with data clerks, data managers from sites with 
Electronic Data Systems to assess and understand how security of data 
handled by these personnel is managed. 

c) Focus group discussions with programmers and systems analysts for the 
Electronic Data Systems In order to assess and understand if security is 
incorporated. 

d) Focus group discussions with patients, exploring awareness of risks 
associated with data protection, availability, privacy as well as integrity in 
health facilities. 

e) Structured interviews with development partners and Ministry of Health 
officials on E-Health security management, support and sustainability.  

f) Administration of questionnaires to e-health institutions in Malawi to explore 
issues of security, sustainability and support of their e-health infrastructure as 
well as e-health services rendered. 

2.3 Data source 

The primary sources of data for my research are the Malawi ministry of Health, private 
hospitals, Non-Governmental health centres, World Health Organization, Internet, 
learning and research institutions. 

2.4 Research Validity and reliability 

Golafshani (2003), quoting Eisner (1991) noted that a good qualitative study can help in 
understanding a situation that would otherwise be confusing which relates to the 
concept of a good quality research. However, Golafshani (2003), in quoting Stenbacka 
(2001) noted that the concept of reliability is even misleading in qualitative research and 
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noted that if a qualitative study is discussed with reliability as a criterion, the 
consequence is rather that the study is no good. 

On the other hand, Golafshani (2003),  in reference to Patton (2001) states that validity 
and reliability are two factors which any qualitative researcher should be concerned 
about while designing a study, analysing results and judging the quality of the study. 
Golafshani (2003) further noted that if the validity of a qualitative research can be 
maximized or tested then more “credible and defensible outcomes may lead to 
generalizability which is one of the concepts structure for both doing and documenting 
high quality qualitative research.  

According to Lisa (2002), validity in qualitative research relates to whether the findings 
of the study are true in the sense that the findings accurately reflects to the real situation 
and certain in the sense that the findings are being backed by evidence there are no 
good grounds for doubting the results based on the weight of evidence that supports 
your conclusions. 

In order to check and establish validity in qualitative research, Lisa (2002) noted that 
triangulation method is used by most qualitative researchers. Lisa (2002) further 
categorised triangulation into five categories as explained below: 

a) Data triangulation 

This involves the use of different sources of data/information whose key strategy 
is to categorize each group or type of stakeholder for the research area under 
evaluation by including a comparable number of people from each group in the 
study.  

In-depth interviews are then conducted to gain an insight on what the 
stakeholders perceive as outcomes of research. Furthermore, representatives of 
each stakeholder group are then interviewed and triangulation is done by looking 
for outcomes that are agreed upon by all stakeholder groups. The validity of the 
research is achieved if every stakeholder looking at the issue from different 
points of view sees the same outcome then it is more likely that the outcome is 
true. 

b) Investigator triangulation 

This involves use of several different investigators/evaluators that forma an 
investigation team in a research area   and triangulation is achieved when  each 
different evaluator would study the research area  using the same qualitative 
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methods. The validity of the research is achieved if the findings from the different 
evaluators arrive at the same conclusion. 

c) Theory triangulation 

This is more like the investigator triangulation only that it involves use of multiple 
professionals outside the research area to interpret a single set of 
data/information and the validity of the research is achieved if the findings from 
the different professionals arrive at the same conclusion. 

d) Methodological triangulation 

Methodological triangulation involves the use of multiple qualitative methods to 
study the research area and validity is established if the conclusions from each of 
the methods are the same.  

e) Environmental triangulation. 

This involves the use of different locations, settings and other key factors related 
to the environment in which the study took place with an aim of identifying which 
environmental factor, if any, may influence the information obtained during the 
study. The environmental factor is then changed to see if the findings are the 
same and validity is achieved if the findings remain the same under varying 
environmental conditions. 

The validity and reliability of my research is achieved through data triangulation such 
that each stakeholder involved in e-health solutions  perceives the same outcome of my 
research that will then translate into reliability of my research. 
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3. Chapter Three: Literature Review on Information security 
Management practices 

This section presents the literature review on security management for information 
systems and health standards. 

According to Swanson & Guttman (1996), certain intrinsic expectations must be met to 
secure Information Technology systems whether the system is small or large or owned 
by a government agency or by a private corporation. Swanson  & Guttman (1996), 
further noted that these intrinsic expectation or principles addresses information security 
from a high-level point of view and must be accompanied by common IT security 
practices that guide organizations on the types of controls, objectives and procedures 
that would encompass an effective IT security program. Such practices must show what 
should be done to enhance or measure an existing computer security program or to 
help in the development of a new security program. 

The section below provides a theoretical foundation on the best practices that some 
scholars, health institutions and research institutions compiled in securing health 
information systems. 

3.1 Information security Risk assessment, analysis and management 

Organizations are vulnerable to uncertainties whose impact may negatively 
affect the organization in various ways be it operational or financial and it is the 
role of the IT security professionals to support and help the organizations’ 
management to understand and manage these uncertainties hence attaining the 
fundamental precept of information security which is to support the 
organization’s mission (Mattrod, 2009). 

According to Elky (2006), managing and mitigating all risks an organization 
faces is almost impossible due to ever-changing threats and vulnerabilities as 
well as limited resources most organizations have that makes management of 
risks a difficult task to accomplish. To this effect, Elky (2006), recommended that 
IT security professions need to have a toolset that is consistent, repeatable, and 
cost-effective that would reduce risks to a reasonable level to assist them on 
sharing commonly understood view with IT and Business managers in regards 
to the impact of various IT security threats to the organization’s mission. 

In order to effectively understand the process of risk management, there is need 
to understand terms associated with it such as “risks”, “Threat”, “Threat Agent”, 
“Risk management”, and “Vulnerabilities”.  
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Threat: 

Mattord (2009), defined threat as an object, person, or other entity that 
represents constant danger to an asset. Elky (2006), defined a threat as a 
potential for a threat source to exercise (accidentally trigger or intentionally 
exploit) a specific vulnerability, Slade(2006), defined threat as any circumstance 
or event with the potential to cause harm to a system in the form of destruction, 
disclosure, modification of data, and/or denial of service. All these definitions 
about a threat, talk about a situation or object that can cause harm to a system 
in various ways. 

Threat Agent: 

According to Slade (2006), a threat agent is method used to exploit vulnerability 
in a system, operation, or facility, or an entity generating such an exploit. Elky 
(2006), defined a threat agent or threat sources as an intent and method 
targeted at the intentional exploitation of vulnerability or a situation and method 
that may accidentally trigger vulnerability. 

Risk: 

ELKY (2006), defined a RISK as a function of the likelihood of a given threat-
source’s exercising a particular potential vulnerability, and the resulting impact 
of that adverse event on the organization. Slade (2006), defined risk as an 
expectation of loss expressed as the probability that a particular threat will 
exploit a particular vulnerability with a particular harmful result. 

Vulnerability: 

Mattord (2009), defined vulnerability as an identified weakness in a controlled 
system where controls are not present or are no longer effective. Slade (2009), 
defined vulnerability as a weakness in system security procedures, system 
design, implementation, internal controls, and so forth that could be exploited to 
violate system security policy; the possibility of an exploit or exposure to a 
threat, specific to a given platform. Elky (2006), defined vulnerability as a flaw or 
weakness in system security procedures, design, implementation, or internal 
controls that could be exercised (accidentally triggered or intentionally exploited) 
and result in a security breach or a violation of the system’s security policy. 
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Risk Management: 

Slade (2006), defined Risk Management as a process of identifying, controlling, 
and eliminating or minimizing uncertain events that may affect system 
resources. According to Mattord (2009), Risk Management examines and 
documents the current information technology security being used in an 
organization. Mattord (2009) further defined risk management as a process of 
identifying vulnerabilities in an organization’s information systems and taking 
carefully reasoned steps to assure the confidentiality, integrity and availability of 
all the components in the information system. 

According to Mattord (2009), Risk Management is a repetitive kind of work that 
IT Security professionals have to be doing as long as the system lives due to 
ever-changing tendencies of threats, threat agents and vulnerabilities due to the 
dynamicity of many organizations in terms of changes in strategies and 
business objectives that lead to introduction of new vulnerabilities within 
organizations. 

Mattord (2009), noted that the key component of risk management strategy is 
the identification, classification and prioritization of the organization’s information 
assets. Matord (20090 further stated that other components in the information 
assets like human resources, documentation and data are difficult to identify 
since they are intangible as opposed to tangible assets like hardware and 
software. 

Once information assets have been identified and classified, the next step 
involved in risk management is a  “Threat Assessment Process” which is the 
examination of threats facing an organization that helps to fully understand each 
threat and the impact it may have on an organization (Mattord ,2009),. 
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According to Mattord (2009), there are twelve categories of threats to an 
organization’s information security as shown in table 1 below: 

 

Threat Categories Examples 

Acts of Human Errors or failure Accidents, Employee mistakes 

Compromises to intellectual properties Piracy, copyright infringement 

Deliberate acts of trespass Unauthorized access and/or 
data collection 

Deliberate acts of information extortion Blackmail or information 
disclosure 

Deliberate acts of sabotage or vandalism Destruction of systems or 
information 

Deliberate acts of theft Illegal confiscation of equipment 
or information 

Deliberate software attacks Viruses, worms, macros, denial 
of service 

Forces of nature Fire, flood, earthquake, lightning 

Deviation in quality of service ISP, power, or WAN service 
issues from service provider 

Technical hardware failures or errors Equipment failures 
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Technical software failures Bug, code problems, unknown 
loopholes 

Technological obsolescence Antiquated or outdated 
technologies 

Table 1: Information Security Threat Categories 

    

Stoneburner (2002) noted that risk management allows IT Security Managers to 
balance the operational and economic costs of protective measures and achieve 
gains in mission capability by protecting the IT systems and data that support 
their organizations’ missions hence minimizing negative impact on an 
organization and stressed on the need to integrate Risk Management in 
Systems Development Life Cycle (SDLC).  

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES IN RISK MANAGEMENT 

Stroneburner (2002), Harris (2010),Tipton (2007) pointed out that risk 
management is a management responsibility thus senior management under 
the standard of due care and responsibilities to accomplish an organization’s 
mission must ensure availability of necessary resources to accomplish the 
mission as well as assessing and accepting risk assessment into the decision 
making process.  

Stroneburner (2002), stressed on the need for the system information owners to 
ensure that proper controls are in place to address integrity, confidentiality and 
availability of the IT systems and data they own and they must approve and sign 
off any changes to their IT systems. Stroneburner (2002),  further stated that 
business and functional managers responsible for making trade-off decisions 
essential to mission accomplishment as well as business operations and IT 
procurement must also take an active role in risk management process. 

IT security program managers as well as computer security officers play a 
leading role in introducing an appropriate, structured methodology to help 
identify, evaluate, and minimize risks to the IT systems that support their 
organizations’ missions (Stroneburner, 2002). Stroneburner (2002) also noted 
that for proper implementation of security requirements in the IT system, IT 
security practitioners must support as well as use the risk management process 
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to identify and assess new potential risks and implement new security controls 
as required to secure their IT systems. 

3.2 Data classification and access control 

Matord (2009), noted that many corporations use data classification scheme 
throughout their company that helps preserve confidentiality and integrity of 
information whereby information owners have the mandate to classify and 
review the information at least once a year to ensure that information has been 
classified correctly with their access controls well implemented. According to 
Mattord (2009), there are three information classification categories that are 
usually used in many corporate organizations as explained below: 

a) Confidential: this category is used for most sensitive corporate 
information that must be tightly controlled within the company and its 
access is strictly on need-to-know basis or as required by the terms of 
contract. 

b) Internal: this category is used for internal information that does not meet 
the confidential category criteria and is to be accessed and viewed only by 
corporate employees, authorized contractors and other third parties. 

c) External: all information that has been approved by management for 
public release falls in this category. 

Mattord (2009) also noted that data classification used by the military like the 
United States Army is more advanced and some of the data classifications used 
on corporations are derived from the military data classification scheme as 
explained below: 

d) Unclassified Data: this is the information that can be released to the 
general public without any threat to the United States Government 
national interests. 

e) Sensitive but unclassified data: this is the information of which the loss, 
misuse or unauthorized access to, or modification of might affects US 
national interests, Department of Defense operations, or the privacy of 
Department of Defense personnel. 

f) Confidential data: this is any information that may cause damage to the 
United States Government security like compromise of information that 
indicates strengths of ground, air and naval forces if disclosed. 

g) Secret data: this is any information that may cause serious damage to the 
United States of America Government’s security like disruption of foreign 
relations significantly affecting the national security if disclosed. 
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h) Top secret data: this is any information whose disclosure could cause 
exceptionally grave damage like armed hostilities against the US or its 
allies. 

In additional to data classification that might help an organization secure the 
confidentiality and integrity of its data, Mattord (2009), noted that personnel 
security clearance that assigns each employee to a named role like programmer 
should be implemented so that a single authorization level is assigned to each 
single user of data. Mattord (2009), also observed that for classified data to be 
well secured, its management in storage, distribution, portability as well as 
destruction should be well thought through.  

Harris (2010), defined access controls as security features that control how 
users and systems communicate and interact with other systems and resources 
that provide the first line of defence to unauthorized access to systems and 
resources. In this regard, Harris (2010) stressed on the importance of the 
company to identify data that must be classified so that the company can ensure 
that the top priority of security protects this information to preserve its 
confidentiality. Harris (2010) noted that “Logical Access Controls” which are 
software components, enforces access control for systems, programs, 
processes and information is implemented through identification, authentication, 
authorization and accountability mechanisms. 

According to Ferraiolo (2007), access control is only one aspect of 
comprehensive computer security that is visible to most users and further 
identified three types of access controls as Discretional Access Control (DAC), 
Role Based Access control (RBAC) and Mandatory Access Control (MAC). 
According to Harris (2010) the RBAC is the mostly common used access control 
in the corporate world. 

Ferraiolo (2007) defined DAC as a means of restricting access to objects based 
on the identity of subjects or groups, or both, to which they belong whose 
controls are discretionary in the sense that a subject with certain access 
permission can pass that permission directly or indirectly on to another subject. 
This kind of access control permits the granting and revocation of access 
permissions to the discretion of the user. 

According Harris (2010), in MAC is an access  control model which is more 
structured and is based on security label system that does not give users and 
data owners the mandate to decide who can access files as the operating 
systems makes the decision and can override user’s wishes. Harris (2010), 
further stated that in an environment where MAC is implemented, users usually 
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are given security clearance in accordance with data classification i.e. secret, 
top secret, confidential etc. 

Harris (2010) noted that RBAC uses centrally administered set of controls that 
are used to determine how subjects and objects interact and let access to 
objects based on the role the user has in a corporate. Ferraiolo (2007) noted 
that RBAC has emerged as a primary alternative to MAC and DAC as it is much 
better suited to the needs of commercial users. Coyne (2007) also noted that 
RBAC’s promise of simplifying the administration of security authorizations and 
its ability to enforce any number of security policies make it a technology that 
deserves serious consideration for adoption for an enterprise and has been 
gaining in popularity among IT practitioners and managers.  

Busch (2008) tackled access control from an Information Technology audit point 
of view by stressing that electronic data and its use in defined algorithms 
ascends to data-driven, intelligence-based internal control whose integrity in the 
financial, operational and service sectors of e-healthcare environments can be 
assured by internal controls into the data testing process.  

Access control Implementation methods 

Bradley (2006) noted that no matter what kind of system an organization has, 
some type of security to protect an organization’s data is required and firewalls 
provides a layer of protection to the internal network, or host access. 

According to Thuraisingham (2001), technology advances in XML is proving to 
take security implementation of data it is rendering due to the existence of an 
access control model for XML data that exploits the characteristics of XML 
documents, allowing the definition of access control policies that operate with a 
fine granularity, and permitting the definition of authorizations at the level of the 
single element/attribute of an XML document. This was also noted by Harris 
(2010) that the eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) provides 
access control security on data transmission between organizations. 

Harris (2010) also observed that there are various technology solutions that an 
organization can use to enforce access control security like biometrics, 
authentication technologies like Kerberos, encryption, smart cards and many 
more others and pointed out on the need for an organization to balance between 
implementation of such access control technical solutions and cost based on 
business impact analysis.  
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Harris (2010)  categorized access control into three broad categories as 
administrative, technical and physical with each having different access control 
mechanisms that can be carried out manually or automatically as shown in table 
2 below: 

Access 
Controls 
Category/ 
Control 
Mechanism
s 

Administrative 
Controls 

Physical Controls Technical Controls 

 a) Policy and 
Procedure 

b) Personnel 
controls 

c) Supervisory 
controls 

d) Security 
awareness 
training 

e) Testing 

a) Network 
Segregation 

b) Perimeter 
security 

c) Computer 
controls 

d) Work area 
separation 

e) Data 
backups 

f) Cabling 
g) Control 

Zone 

 

a) System 
Access 

b) Network 
Architecture 

c) Network 
Access 

d) Encryption 
and protocols 

e) Auditing 

Table 2: Access control categories 

3.3 Information Communications and Technology tools that enhances 
data security. 

According to Purser, (2004), technical tools play a very significant role in 
securing information in electronic form by supporting the core processes in 
information security management by providing scalability and reducing 
complexity. 

The classification scheme for security tools presented by Purser, (2004), 
provides a clear distinction between host-based security tools that focuses on 
securing layers of software and network oriented security tool that is geared on 
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securing network data flows by working at the protocol level or secure objects 
visible on the network as shown in figure 1 below: 

 

 

Figure 1:Security Tools Classification Scheme 

According to Purser, (2004), System integrity protection measures aim at 
detecting and potentially repairing malicious modification of a system 
component like executable file. Purser, Steve, (2004) also noted that 
replacement of system executables by modified versions that implement 
some form of malicious functionality is a common technique employed by 
those who attack computer systems.  

Purser (2004), also noted that network integrity protection measures aim at 
ensuring the integrity of the network as a whole by detecting the presence of 
unauthorized machines connected to the network and attempted intrusion to 
the network just to mention a few and stated that services like secure 
protocols that would detect any modifications to data in storage or transit 
should be implemented to ensure data integrity protection. 

Security system associated with the Operating System (OS) usually 
determines the level of security of the entire system, and once the OS has 
been compromised it is usually only a question of time before the applications 
that run on it are also compromised since all tasks performed by any system 
involve its participation (Purser, 2004). In this regard, Purser (2004), noted 
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that the Native Operating System Security Subsystem (NOSSS) which is a 
security subsystem within the operating system, is the most essential layer of 
security software on the operating system hence, it is very critical to make 
other security software compatible with its requirements rather than the other 
way around.  

Key components of data security enhancement tools. 

a) Identification, Authentication, Authorization and Accountability 

According to Harris (2010), Identification, authentication, authorization and 
accountability are somehow interrelated, however identification describes 
a method of ensuring a subject is an entity that claims to be and may be 
achieved by provision of username or account number in order to be 
authenticated.  

Purser, Steve, (2004), defined authentication as a process by which users 
prove their identity to a system or application offering a service that helps 
systems to restrict their services to those authorized to use them and then 
further restrict access to resources through access control techniques.  

As noted by Harris (2010), once a user has been identified and 
authenticated; the technical control solution might authorize or deny 
access to certain systems resources based on the access control list and 
user access rights and accountability is then enforced by monitoring what 
the user is doing with the authorized resource. 

In order to protect the operating system itself, Purser, (2004), 
recommended the use of privilege managers that allow system 
administrators to secure the operating system by enabling administrators 
to give users the ability to run selective commands in a controlled fashion.  

“The Privilege management software also enables the system 
administrator to define under what conditions a user, or group of users, 
can execute a limited set of commands under a different user account 
than their own.” (Purser, 2004, p.52) 

According to Purser, (2004), An authenticated user can execute 
commands under a different account by submitting these commands to 
the privilege management software using a modified command syntax that 
then parses the command, evaluates it against a set of predefined rules 
stored in a configuration file, and executes the command on behalf of the 
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user if the rules are not transgressed with some logging mechanism for 
each interaction to ensure accountability.  

b) Preserving Operating System integrity: 

To preserve the integrity of the operating system that forms the core 
security component for all the applications running on it, Purser, (2004), 
recommended the use of host-based security scanners that periodically 
monitors the actual configuration of the operating system under scrutiny 
and comparing this with the desired target configuration as specified by a 
technical definition of the ideal security configuration called security 
baseline.  

According to Purser, (2004), this agent software are specific to an 
operating system and they usually come with preconfigured databases of 
common vulnerabilities and a selection of predefined policies that are 
used as a starting point for defining site-specific security baselines and 
scanning policies. Harris (2010), also noted that these scanners are also 
called Host Based Intrusion Detection System (HIDS) that are mainly used 
to make sure that users do not delete or change system files or put the 
system at a risk in any other way thereby preserving the integrity of the 
operating system. 

c) Preserving Data confidentiality and integrity  

Purser, (2004), defined cryptography as the art of concealing information 
by transforming it through use of keys in such a way that a certain group 
of people who are provided with another key (which may be the same key 
or another related key) to undo the transformation can retrieve it in its 
original form and everyone else cannot.  

According to Purser, (2004), cryptography is used within security 
architectures to implement certain specific security services, like 
authentication, confidentiality, integrity, and non-repudiation; and where 
host security is concerned, the confidentiality and integrity of data is 
preserved by using cryptographic tools. Purser (2004) further noted that in 
a network environment, cryptographic tools may also be used to provide 
authentication and non-repudiation. 

Purser, (2004), also noted notable use of cryptography to be encryption 
that ensures confidentiality of data that can range from hard disk 
encryption (often used to protect the data stored on portable computers in 
the case of loss or theft) to more selective approaches such as database 
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encryption and file encryption. According Pulser (2004), Data integrity is 
also protected through use of cryptography by retaining fingerprint of the 
data being protected through use of message digest or hash algorithm 
that is encrypted and stored on a safe place so that when unauthorized 
user tries to tamper with the file, the user will not be able to recalculate the 
hash unless he knows the keys used to encrypt the file. 

d) Preserving Computer Network Integrity 

Purser, (2004), noted that Network security scanners are used to preserve 
the integrity of the computer network by scanning the network for potential 
vulnerabilities and malware.  

Purser, (2004), observed that the effectiveness of network security 
scanners depends on factors that are similar to host-oriented scanners 
like:  

a) The extent to which the vulnerability database represents the 
current threat environment, which in turn depends on how 
frequently it is updated by the supplier;  

b) The location of the scanning machine in the network topology— 
in particular, the location of scanners with respect to devices 
capable of blocking network traffic (such as firewalls and filtering 
routers) that needs to be carefully planned; 

c)  The appropriateness of the scanning policy;  
d) The efficiency vulnerabilities of the correction process following 

discovery of vulnerabilities 

In order to protect the computer networks from intruders, Purser, (2004), 
noted that firewalls would do the job if implemented to allow or deny 
connections from one network to another based on a set of low-level rules 
expressed in terms of protocol data taken from layer 3 to 7 of the protocol 
stack of the OSI Model. 

3.4 Data transmission protocols that balances data security and 
availability. 

According to the IMB Redbooks (2003), the concept of an Electronic Data 
Interchange (EDI) has been in commercial use for more than 30 years and it is 
widely accepted by companies all over the world as the way to electronically 
exchange business data.  
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The IBM Redbooks (2003) defined EDI as the transfer of business data between 
computer applications using a mutually agreed standard to describe the data 
contained in the message. With this definition, IBM Redbooks (2003) noted that 
business data is extracted from an organization’s internal application in an 
application-specific data format like a daily batch job reading information in a 
database and generating a file in an application-specific format that is then 
translated into a standardized format such as EDI or XML and transmitted over 
a network to a trading partner.  

The receiving trading partner then re-translates the received EDI/XML message 
back into an application-readable format that fits into their processes. According 
to the IBM Redbooks (2003), EDI-based information exchange is usually a two-
way process involving a translator component to translate incoming EDI 
messages into an application-specific format between the two recipients such 
that the receiving trading partner re-translates the received EDI/XML message 
back into an application-readable format as shown in figure 2 below: 

 

Figure 2: The Translator Role in an EDI 

From a company perspective, IBM Redbooks (2003), views the EDI concept as 
business integration and process automation whereby business documents 
such as purchase orders, invoices, shipping notices, and price catalogs are 
exchanged between companies over a network in a structured and computer 
processable format. Figure 3 below shows a typical data flow in an EDI. 
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Figure 3: Basic Data Flow in an EDI 

As an alternative to an EDI, the IBM Redbooks (2005), also noted the use of 
Message Oriented Middleware (MOM) in Linux systems which is a set of 
services that provide a transport layer above the networking layers such as 
TCP/IP and SNA and assures that packets of data or messages are delivered 
from one destination to another regardless of the state of the network or the 
recipient of the message by queuing the messages in a queue until it can be 
delivered to the recipient.  

Figure 4 shows a concept of the MOM Messaging Queuing: 

 

Figure 4: MOM Messaging Queuing Concept 
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According to the IBM Redbooks (2005), MOM message queuing has a lot of 
advantage of which some are: 

a) Communication between programs can be done without writing any 
communication code.  

b) The program can select the order in which messages are to be 
processed.  

c) Loads can be balanced across systems arranging for one or many 
programs to send or receive from a queue when volumes increase or 
decrease.  

d) The availability of data is increased by arranging for alternative systems 
to service a queue when a primary application is unavailable.  

The IBM Redbooks (2003,2005), stated that both MOM Messaging technology 
and the WebSphere MQ EDI can be used in a Point-to-Point solution that deals 
with the sending of data by one application to a defined and unique receiving 
endpoint application as shown in figure 5 below: 

 

Figure 5: EDI in a Point-to-Point Solution 

The IBM Redbooks (2003,2005), also noted that websphere MQ EDI and MOM 
Messaging solutions can also be used in Publish/Subscribe or in an Integrated 
Broker Solution where there are more than a single application and data is sent 
from one application to many recipient as shown in figure 6 below: 

 

Figure 6: EDI in an Integrated Broker Solution 

This kind of solution is very complex and needs an abstraction between the 
sender and receivers such that they are unaware of each other which is usually 
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provided by a broker service which manages incoming data (publications) from 
sending applications (publishers) and matches them to interested receivers 
(subscribers) (The IBM Redbooks (2003, 2005).  

As noted by IBM Redbooks (2003), web services-based technologies are 
available for use in the B2B area such that as this technology matures, it is clear 
that a flexible B2B solution should be able to handle multiple communication 
techniques as shown in figure 7 below. 

 

Figure 7: The B2B Gateway 

Figure 7 above shows an EDI broker working next to an AS2 solution and a 
Web services solution in a B2B Gateway thereby offering trading partners a 
wide range of technology options for interacting and at the same time providing 
a single point of control and management for all technologies. 

3.5 Organizational approaches To Information Systems Security 
Management. 

According to Cusack (2004), the management of information security in many 
organizations has not been satisfactory to the extent that security has enjoyed 
an across the portfolios influence in business organizations and has been 
managed by a black box model where IT security has been delegated to IT 
experts, physical security to a department or an outsourcing contract that has 
resulted in loose fitting of business security with blackboxes. 

Cusack (2004) also noted that security on e-Business Information system is 
distributed across different interest groups with different expectations for the 
common sense of trust, and sense making in organizations, and is put as a 
cognitive problem divided across end users, managers and Information security 
professionals. Cusack’s observation agrees with what Whitman & Mattord 
(2008) said, that management of information security in an organization is the 
responsibility of all communities of interest i.e. IT professionals, management, 
business owners as well as users. 
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In order to manage information security effectively, Whitman & Mattord (2008) 
emphasized on the implementation of effective and sound information security 
policies in any organization and noted that if combined with effective security 
education training and awareness puts any organization on a competitive edge 
in managing security risks. 

Palsit & Slovenia (2004), however noted that most organizations do not have 
written policies or e-security strategies, nor do they have authorized personnel 
responsible for information security management.  

According to Quirchmayr (2003), Information Security is not usually dealt with at 
the level of business processes hence security policies are typically not linked to 
systems design and implementation, and even at the systems level, security 
features are generally regarded as add on, rather than as a key design issue 
and security implementations in most cases is responsive mainly after an 
incident has occurred.  

Although security is usually dealt with at system level by systems administrators 
in trying to harden their systems with help from the white hacker community, 
Quirchmayr, (2003) emphasized on the need to integrate security into the 
business processes and recommended use of the OCTAVE method developed 
by CERT that tries to incorporate security in business processes and taking 
security as part of any information systems infrastructure development.  

According to Swatman (2001), most of the e-services rely on the internet 
infrastructure that has a lot of risks. Swatman (2001) further noted that the 
accidental and deliberate misuse and abuse of the internet by either internal 
employees or external parties combined with the internet vulnerabilities and 
paucity of internet regulations have led to internet security problems for 
organizations which are consequently transferred to e-services implementation 
in many organizations. 

Swatman (2001) noted that the relationship amongst Information Systems 
infrastructure; organizational culture; Information systems design and e-security 
are not mutually exclusive and the successful management of information 
security relies on the three main components as explained below: 

a) Information Systems Infrastructure 

According to Swatman (2001), this is the platform on which any e-service 
relies on for their successful implementation. For example most of the e-
services like e-health, e-commerce and e-government rely on the internet 
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infrastructure for their successful operations. Consequently the developers of 
these e-services have no control on Information systems infrastructure and 
they have to adapt their information systems design to align it to the 
infrastructure platform on which the e-service will run. 

Swatman (2001) noted that the vulnerabilities of information systems 
infrastructure are usually inherited by the e-services running on them such 
that even though security issues can be built into an e-service, its security can 
easily be compromised due to weaknesses, risks, and vulnerabilities of the 
infrastructure it is running on. 

b) Information Systems Design 

According to Swatman (2001), most Information systems that are currently 
available, information security components are taken as an add-on feature 
not as the key component in their design that leads to a responsive approach 
in managing information security.  

Swatman (2001), also noted that e-services are developed in-line with 
business processes of any organization, therefore implementing an approach 
that will take information security as a part of the design of such e-services 
would lead to incorporation of security culture at the business process level of 
an organization and somehow solve the problem that was noted by 
(Quirchmayr,Slay, Koronios & Darzanos,2003) on lack of linkage between 
Information security policies and information systems design and 
implementation.  

c) Organizational Culture 

Whitman & Mattord (2009), noted that an organization can successfully 
implement a security culture amongst its staff if the top management is willing 
to do so and raising security awareness of top management to understand 
the importance of security in their organizations is very critical.  

As observed by Whitman & Mattord (2008), ignorance of the law is not an 
excuse for any citizen, but ignorance of organizational policies, standards and 
procedures that act as organizational laws is an excuse and an employee 
cannot be held liable for any unacceptable behaviour if these policies are not 
made available and not communicated to employees. In this regard Whitman 
& Mattord (2008) noted that  it is important for an organization to effectively 
communicate all the information policies, standards and procedures to all 
their employees and establish mechanisms that would track employees’ 
compliance to the established policies, standards and procedures by having a 
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contractual agreement that employees signs upon reading and understanding 
of all the policies. 

Whitman & Mattord (2009), recommended the need to have a continuous 
security Education, Training and Awareness to successfully manage 
information security and implementation of technical solutions for continuous 
monitoring of any security implementation like Intrusion Detection Systems, 
social monitoring mechanism like anonymous reporting and incentives to their 
employees for any security breach reports that would help the organization to 
detect any information security breach and build a security culture.  

Whitman & Mattord (2009), also noted that support from senior managers of 
an organization is a must for any information security initiative since they are 
usually the source of funding for such programs. Harris (2010) noted that one 
way to buy support from senior managers of an organization is for the 
communities of interest in IT and Information security to conduct a Business 
Impact Analysis (BIA) that would investigate and assess the impact various 
attacks can have on the organization.  

3.6 E-Health Standards 
Health Layer 7 (HL7) Standards 

According to Felder, Robin (2008) HL7 is currently engaged in providing a 
comprehensive framework and related standards for the exchange, integration, 
sharing, and retrieval of electronic health information that supports clinical 
practice and the management, delivery, and evaluation of health services. 

Felder, Robin (2008) noted that HL7 EHR Functional Model, the HL7 Clinical 
Document Architecture (CDA), and the HL7 Reference Information Model (RIM) 
are the Electronic Health Records (EHR) standards that define the content and 
format of an EHR including the format of the messages used to transmit EHR 
across a network that were developed by HL7 organization.  

A brief look at the HER standards 

a) HL7 EHR Functional Model: 

According to Felder, Robin (2008), the HL7 HER Functional Model 
became an approved standard of the American National Standard Institute 
in 2007 that provides a reference list of functions that may be present in 
an Electronic Health Record System (EHR-S). According to Felder, Robin 
(2008), in order to enable consistent expression of system functionality the 
functional list is described from user perspective that enables a 
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standardized description and common understanding of functions sought 
or available in a given setting. Felder, Robin (2008), noted the following as 
some of the profiles under development. 

i. The legal EHR profile that identifies a subset of functionality an 
organization requires for maintaining a legally sound health 
record within an EHR system. 

ii. The long-term care profile that addresses the needs of the long-
term care setting. 

iii. The emergency care and disaster planning profile for 
emergency department information systems that identifies 
appropriate functionality for handling disasters. 

iv. The behavioral health profile that applies to settings within the 
behavioral health environment. 

v. The child health profile that identifies the functionality for 
general child healthcare. 

vi. The regulated clinical research profile that contains a subset of 
functions to support clinical research. 

b) HL7 Clinical Document Architecture (CDA) 

According to Felder, Robin (2008), this is a document markup standard 
that specifies the structure and semantics of clinical documents that may 
contain the following properties for the purpose of exchange: 

i. Persistence: defines the period a clinical document exist in an 
un tampered state, as per local and regulatory requirements; 

ii. Stewardship: defines the custodian of a clinical document that 
will be responsible for its maintenance.  

iii. Potential for authentication: A clinical document is an 
assemblage of information that is intended to be legally 
authenticated; 

iv. Context: A clinical document establishes the default context for 
its contents; 

v. Wholeness: states that an authentication of a clinical document 
should apply to the whole and does not apply to portions of the 
document without the full context of the document; 

vi. Human readability: A clinical document is human-readable.  
 

c) HL7 Reference Information Model (RIM) 

Felder, Robin (2008), noted that the Reference Information Model (RIM) is 
the cornerstone of the HL7 Version 3 development process which is a 
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large pictorial representation of the clinical data and identifies the life cycle 
of events that a message or groups of related messages will carry. Felder, 
Robin (2008), also noted that RIM is essential to an ongoing mission of 
increasing precision and reducing implementation costs since it is a 
shared model from which all domains would create their messages. 

Longitudinal EHR Standards 

Felder, Robin (2008), defined longitudinal EHR as the capability of the EHR to 
provide information on a patient’s medical history throughout the patient’s life, to 
be ubiquitously accessible, and to be storable in a persistent format.  

Felder, Robin (2008), noted that there are two standards that define aspects of 
the longitudinal EHR and are widely used as described below: 

a) ISO/TR 21089 Trusted End-to-End Information Flows  

This is a is a published standard issued by the International Standards 
Organization (ISO) and provides guidelines for trusted end-to-end 
information flow for healthcare records, key trace points, and audit 
events in the electronic entity/act record lifecycle, from point of record 
origination to each point of record access/use. This standard provides 
recommendations for Interchange content; Accountability; Auditability; 
Traceability; Audit trails; Authentication; Data integrity; Persistence of 
health record; as well as Persistent health event/act contexts 

b) ASTM E31 Continuity of Care Record  

This is a standard specification developed jointly by the American 
Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) International, the Massachusetts 
Medical Society (MMS), the Health Information Management and 
Systems Society (HIMSS), and the American Academy of Family 
Physicians (AAFP with an intention of fostering and improving 
continuity of patient care, reduction in medical errors, and assuring a 
minimum standard of health information transportability when a patient 
is referred or transferred to, or is otherwise seen by, another provider. 
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4. Chapter Four: Theory on E-health implementation in developing 
countries 

This chapter present the theoretical foundation for e-health solutions implementations in 
developing countries that  may have an impact on security management discussed in 
literature review. 

The delivery and management of health services to deprived communities and regions 
in developing countries is a very complex task citing an example of South Africa that 
has a problem of a rampant HIV/AIDS pandemic, Mozambique with highest maternal 
mortalities in the world, and India with a billion plus population, and are all experiencing 
serious problems of providing their populations with adequate primary health care 
services. (Braa, 2004) 

Braa (2004), noted that there is a growing recognition by international agencies mainly 
the World Health Organisation (WHO), government authorities, and researchers from 
different domains including information systems, development theory, and public health, 
that improved health information systems (HISs) can significantly contribute to help 
address health service delivery problems. 

According to Pierre (2009), ICT technologies offer opportunities for addressing 
healthcare problems in developing countries mainly in responding to a couple of broad 
features of most of these countries such as bad physical connections and critical 
shortage of health workers.  

The use of information and communications technologies (ICT) in support of health and 
health-related fields, including health-care services, health surveillance, health 
literature, and health education, knowledge and research is called E-Health  and has 
the potential to greatly improve health service efficiency, expand or scale up treatment 
delivery to thousands of patients in developing countries, and improve patient outcomes 
(Joaquin, 2010). 

Drury (2005) also noted that advances in information and communication technologies 
(ICT) have raised expectations for health, and the WHO is now facilitating the 
development of model e-Health solutions which, with appropriate modification, could be 
established in national centres and networks of excellence for e-Health. 

Joaquin (2010), noted that Information systems, such as electronic health records 
(EHRs) and mobile phones and handheld computers), can be of enormous value in 
providing health care in multiple settings as they can support  health workers performing 
clinician duties where there are no doctors and can help keep track of patients in HIV 
programs where the loss rate (patients who drop out of treatment) can be as high as 76 
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percent. Joaquin (2010) further noted that when e-health  is used  to monitor 
inventories, these systems can save lives and prevent the increase of drug resistance 
by keeping medicines in stock and can provide accurate, timely information for strategic 
planning, especially in areas where hand-compiled data are often years out of date.  

The World Health Assembly recognized e-health as the way to achieve cost-effective 
and secure use of ICTs for health and related fields, and urged its member states to 
consider drawing up long-term strategic plans for developing and implementing e-health 
services and infrastructure in their health sectors (Healy, 2008, P.5). 

However, Healy (2008) noted that the implementation of e-health systems and services 
in all countries, particularly in developing countries, is a challenge which is shared by 
the United Nations agencies and health authorities at the international, national and 
local levels and there is a clear need for guidance on an approach and methodology 
which hold the most promise for success that should make it possible to avoid costly 
errors and enhance the efficiency of health systems themselves and ultimately support 
the sustainable and effective use of such services. 

This was somehow concurred by Braa (2004) who noted that the WHO vision of Health 
for all by 2000 through equitable access to health services in all countries using Health 
Information Systems as an enabling factor proved difficult to achieve due to: 
Sustainability challenge to make an information system work, in practice, over time, in a 
local setting. This involves shaping and adapting the systems to a given context, 
cultivating local learning processes, and institutionalizing routines of use that persist 
over time (as well as when the researchers leave and external funding is over); and 
scalability, that concerns on how to make one working solution spread to other sites, 
and be successfully adapted and how to reproduce and translate the necessary learning 
processes alongside the spreading of artifacts, funding, and people.  

In order to provide secure health for all, overcome digital divide, and reducing poverty, 
Healy (2008) stressed on the need to have a coordinated support from international 
organizations, donor agencies, other international sources and the private and public 
sectors.  To this effect, Healy (2008) noted that the implementation efforts of e-health 
must be based on a clear appreciation of the country's current and future public health 
and healthcare issues and opportunities, with a definition of the corresponding national 
priorities; Subsequently, on a medium- to long-term action plan for the use of e-health 
technologies to meet healthcare priorities, with gradual renovation of the health systems 
themselves.  

In Scandinavian-based action research outside of Information Systems, Braa (2004) 
noted that sustainability issues were  addressed  through  the recognition of the need to 
situate the action within networks rather than on singular units, a shift that has emerged 
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more out of necessity than by design, through the recognition of the relative failure to 
institutionalize and make changes sustainable and creates opportunities for sharing of 
experience, knowledge, technology, and value between the various nodes of the 
experience hence making local interventions to be robust by being part of a larger 
networks that makes them scalable and  sustainable. 

In order to increase the chances for rapid return on investment, successful long-term 
impact, and significant benefits of e-health to all the stakeholders, Healy (2008) 
stressed on the need for an e-health plan to: 

• bring together players from the public sector, not-for-profit organizations and the 
private sector; 

• be structured in the form of a business plan, approved by the stakeholders; 
• be backed by a strong commitment on the part of all players; 
• Include a comprehensive plan for ongoing education and communication with the 

partners. 
 

Healy(2008) observed that there is as yet no universally-acknowledged methodology for 
evaluating e-health solutions, either in industrialized countries or in the developing world 
and noted that the  impact metrics currently being developed will one day enable the 
quantification of  the cost/benefit and cost/effectiveness ration and  Robust 
Methodologies, similar to those that have been developed through time for evaluating 
drugs or medical imaging techniques, will then provide objective and quantitative data 
for decision making. Healy (2008) further noted that numerous approaches for 
evaluating e-health are being developed including the following three approaches: 

a. Productivity gains that might be achieved: This approach is clearly of 
relevance for countries where the aim is to reduce costs and keep up with the 
dramatically increasing demand for healthcare services and improve decision 
support by health administrators regarding implementation of services such as 
second medical opinion, computer-assisted prescription or teleradiology. 

b. Potential impact on public health: On this approach, Healy(2008) noted that it 
was asserted that had ICTs been available in the early days of the HIV/AIDS 
epidemic some 30 years ago, the epidemic could have been brought under 
control far more rapidly and at a lower cost, particularly in developing countries, 
an assumption borne out to a certain extent by the effectiveness of the measures 
taken in response to emerging epidemics such as the bird flu and acute 
respiratory syndromes hence giving  another perspective of importance of taking 
into account the public health dimension of e-health technologies. 

c. Impact and costs of specific e-health technologies: This could include using 
telemedicine for diagnosis or access to remote medical records in the treatment 
of tourists or of expatriate workers outside their country of origin. Healy (2008) 
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further noted that where the infrastructure exists, the operational costs of e-
health services are minimal in comparison with the alternatives: transportation of 
the patient, attendant risks and travel time. In addition, these services are well 
received by patients and professionals. Finally, local healthcare facilities 
appreciate assistance in these contexts as well as learning about procedures or 
patient management techniques from which they may be able to benefit again in 
the future. 

 

In contrast to the traditional health sectors, Healy (2008) noted that  e-health solutions 
require coordination with new players whose cultures, objectives and traditions are 
different and noted the following as some of the groups: 

a. United Nations agencies and other international bodies dealing with health, 
telecommunications and trade e.g. WHO, UNAIDS 
Healy (2008) pointed out that the United Nations through the World Health 
Organization (WHO) in pursuance of its role in providing assistance to States, 
published a general report on e-health with an aim of drawing the attention of 
decision-makers to the need for the rapid development of strategies in e-health 
that led to the World Health Assembly approve a resolution on e-health (WHA 
58/28) in Geneva in May 2005, which invites each State to define its national 
strategy, develop regional cooperation and public/private partnerships, make the 
greatest possible use of technical and semantic (classification of diseases, for 
example) standards to facilitate cost reductions and system interoperability, and 
incorporate these solutions within their existing health systems. 
UNAIDS a UN agency was established to coordinate the multidisciplinary 
resources necessary to mount an effective campaign against the global 
HIV/AIDS epidemic and its e-health initiatives focus on using ICTs for data 
collection, analysis and exchange, patient monitoring and management, and 
sharing results of therapeutical trials. UNAIDS also uses ICTs in its prevention 
and education campaigns, including in isolated areas (Healy, 2008). Healy 
(2008) also noted that UNAIDS has accumulated a wealth of experience in the 
use of e-health technologies in disadvantaged areas, and in the expert use of 
state-of-the-art technologies in rural areas through collaboration with numerous 
academic research centres, 
The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) has been playing a pioneering 
role by supporting telemedicine pilot projects in developing countries in order to 
test the technical feasibility of advanced technologies in the local healthcare and 
the initiatives pursued have been most effective in those cases where the 
participation of local players could be counted on(Healy, 2008). In the e-health 
field, Healy (2008) noted that the ITU has been establishing important policy 
initiatives and supporting relevant resolutions that include related matters such 
as data security, confidentiality and protection, and respect for diversity.  
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According to Healy (2008) the roles of the different entities are clear in that the 
ITU points out the technological opportunities, coordinate the technical 
discussions among States and foster norms and standards; WHO guarantors 
health content and integration of the corresponding approaches in health 
systems; whereas specific agencies such as UNAIDS make the best possible 
use of these instruments in a coordinated manner in pursuing their respective 
mandates. 
Healy (2008) also noted that the World Bank, whose global mandate is to ensure 
development, has been supporting initiatives aimed at combating the digital 
divide, which they view as hindering development opportunities and provide 
financial support to e-health projects on an ad hoc basis, although more often 
than not in coordination with other applications. According to Healy (2008), in 
December 2007, the World Bank granted an allocation of USD 41.6 billion to the 
International Development Association (IDA), a specialized agency of the World 
Bank which supports the world's 80 poorest countries  for  financing of global 
integrated projects (infrastructure, education, health) and for promoting sound 
governance in the beneficiary countries. 

b. Government authorities, health and telecommunication decision-makers at 
the national and regional levels, as well as the regional bodies to which 
they belong 
“Public health is the sovereign responsibility of States. No health or e-health 
project can be implemented in the field without the agreement of the competent 
authorities. Any other course of action would constitute a serious breach of 
confidence and run the risk of rejection.” [Healy (2008), P.19].  
Healy (2008) noted that the role of national and regional decision-makers is 
essential and strong political enthusiasm is indispensable and is always the key 
prerequisite for success that must be all embracing such that it must reside in all 
of the players, including the ministries responsible for health, telecommunications 
and education, and not only in a single player which will be unable to carry 
through its project for want of support or resources.  
Healy (2008) stressed on the need for the political enthusiasm to be reflected in: 

− an openly-declared, resolute and ongoing (spanning several years) 
readiness to take action at the highest levels;  

− the integration of national & regional e-strategies, aligning health and ICT 
sectoral policies and planning; with specific measures involving financing 
and the creation of basic infrastructure (e.g. broadband communications);  

− the implementation of the necessary legal and regulatory framework: 
liberalization of the telecommunication sector, competition, tariff structure, 
transparent bidding procedures; 

− and, where ICT applications are concerned, in the mobilization of human 
and financial resources that are not all necessarily dependent on the State 
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but may be provided by other sources if the sponsors feel confident about 
the project's reliability. 

c. Academic and research institutions 
Healy (2008) noted that although most of the world's universities, including 
medical faculties, have thematic cooperation plans that bring together the human 
and financial resources of high-income and developing countries to work together 
on a given health issue such as HIV/AIDS or tuberculosis, few research centres 
take an interest in health systems per se or in the tailoring of ICTs to local 
problems. Healy (2008), however noted that a number of efforts have recently 
been financed by European Union research programmes in the interests of 
developing products, equipment and operating systems that are genuinely 
tailored to local requirements in terms of robustness, accessibility, and ability to 
withstand climatic and environmental conditions, citing an example of the efforts 
by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Media Lab that developed a 
computer costing USD100 and marketed it ("buy one and pay for two: the second 
one will be donated in the developing countries") that have done a great deal in 
mobilizing the international community and numerous initiatives of similar nature 
are now being supported by States or multinationals, often with differing 
pedagogical approaches.  
Nevertheless, Healy (2008) noted that it still remains the case that theoretical 
and practical public health research focusing on the renovation of health systems 
in developing countries through the use of information and communication 
technologies would be extremely useful and of immediate benefit. 
In order to reduced cost and expediting progress, Healy (2008) regarded 
collaboration amongst member states particularly those sharing the same 
language as extremely important and noted that certain linguistic groupings are 
already well aware of the benefits of exchanging e-health products 

d. Local health professionals and their associations 
Healy (2008) noted that health professionals are the first to be concerned by 
changes brought about through e-health solutions and in many cases they are ill-
prepared for such change, particularly as training programmes are often 
rudimentary or totally lacking or  out of a fear of losing authority or recognition. In 
order to properly manage change amongst health professionals and there 
associations, Healy (2008) regarded active collaboration of health professionals 
as an essential component in the implementation of e-health solutions and 
pointed out the following three factors as the utmost important: 

− Preparation and implementation of information and training in the 
language of partners and with due respect for their traditional modus 
operandi form at the very earliest stages of the e-health project. 

− Embrace the win-win-win with an aim of demonstrating that the e-health 
application to be developed is beneficial to the patient (in terms of time, 
quality of care received, cost), beneficial to the professional (in terms of 
productivity, competencies and professionalism), and beneficial to the 
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community (in terms of public health, the economy, international 
recognition).  

− The role of opinion-leaders: Healy (2008) noted that in all countries of the 
world, certain conservatism is to be found in Healthcare circles and 
stressed on the point that under no circumstances must e-health products 
result in the destabilization of local health systems. The policy of 
mobilizing opinion-leaders is implemented to good effect by the 
pharmaceutical industry and is an example worth following. 

e. Donors 
According to Braa (2004), Donor-based funding is funding provided by external 
counties, development agencies, and non-governmental organizations that 
sponsor a variety of projects in developing countries that normally has quite fixed 
time-spans, limiting their ability to be sustainable.  
Health has no price, but it does have a cost and despite the arrangement used 
for financing health systems be it  the Beveridge model based on taxes, or the 
Bismarck model based on voluntary social security contributions, any new health 
cost is initially perceived as negative by financiers and is reflected by the lack of 
investment financing or refusal to reimburse treatment (Healy,2008). 
Healy(2008) further noted that the key approach to financing e-health projects in 
developing countries is to have both development and operations funded by 
external financial bodies such that during the time it takes  for the local system to 
become sufficiently robust in financial terms to permit self-financing, the financial 
input of end users, however modest, will make an extremely useful contribution 
to ensuring the adequate tailoring of the systems.  
“Securing the financial aspect of e-health implementations is of course 
fundamental. However, the widely varying range of resources available to be 
deployed means that serious and deserving cases should not be blocked by this 
dimension. A number of international consultancy firms make their services 
available to countries and institutions in the search for financial resources for e-
health.” [Healy (2008), P.20] 

f. Non-governmental organizations (NGOs) 
Healy (2008) noted that NGOs have been and more often than not continue to be  
the driving force behind e-health initiatives in developing countries and their 
contribution may of course be financial, but also and above all takes the form of 
invaluable human and technical resources. The NGOs contributions allows for 
the exchange of problems and solutions, and together with general logistical 
assistance, ensures that projects are not carried out in isolation but are 
interconnected by veritable networks of solidarity.  

g. The private sector, including foundations and industries related to health 
and ICTs 
According to Healay(2008) the private sector is the driving force behind 
technological innovation and the development of ICT products at the global level 
such that nothing would be possible without it. For such industries, the health 
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sector constitutes a relatively modest market that is far less dynamic than the 
banking, trade or process automation sectors and it is a market that is highly 
fragmented and complex on account of the many different legislative frameworks 
to which it is subjected to. Healy (2008) further noted that apart from a handful of 
technical standards that are shared with other ICT sectors (exchange protocols, 
formats), few standards have as yet been put in place in the health sector, 
making for higher development costs and a brake on market development. 
Healy (2008) also noted that the economic forecasters indicates that e-health 
market will represent some 5 per cent of health expenditure between 2008  and 
2010, compared to 7 per cent for medicines and 3 per cent for radiology. This 
illustrates that the development prospects for e-health are enormous and that the 
growth of industries serving this sector will continue to rise over the coming years 
(Healy, 2008). 
According to Healy (2008) the developing countries are not an economic priority 
for the sector's industrial leaders, owing not only to the obvious question of 
solvency but also because products that are developed for the wealthy nations 
are not at all tailored to the health problems and systems at the local level. 
Nevertheless, Healy (2008) observed that the economic dynamism of the 
emerging countries is resulting in a proliferation of healthcare centres of 
excellence equipped with the latest facilities, including on the ICT side such as 
the Bahrain initiatives (City of Health) which  are symptomatic of the rapid 
progress that is to be expected in countries with stable and growing economies 
such as South Africa, Brazil, India, China, Viet Nam that produces indirect 
benefits for the developing countries, including lower product costs, the 
availability of freeware products, system miniaturization and lower maintenance 
and replacement costs. 

h. The media. 
The media play an obvious role in the area of e–health be it positive or negative 
and can have a major impact on public opinion, since everyone without exception 
is concerned by health (Healy, 2008). According to Healy (20080 Any e-health 
project has to be accepted by local users who may be ill-informed or anxious – a 
factor that can be demotivating for those engaged in the project and can block 
appropriate initiatives. In this regard, the local media outlets (newspapers and 
magazines, radio, television.) can be an ally in influencing public opinion and 
helping set expectations.  
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4.1 Coordination amongst the key players 
 

According to Healy (2008), one way of presenting e-health in a simplistic, to be 
sure, but at the same time operationally sound, is to position the various e-health 
solutions within a cloud that has three points of entry as shown in figure 8 below: 

  

 
Figure 8: : E-health entries 

In figure 8 above, Healy (2008) expressed that the first point of entry requires 
convincing the politicians by giving solutions that are relevant and easily 
accepted due to lack of alternatives and the rapid return on investment e.g. 
telemedicine applications for remote or island populations. The second point of 
entry requires convincing health professionals, a group that will be open to the 
opportunity to improve the quality of healthcare by means such as second 
medical opinion, ongoing training and easier access to laboratory results. Third 
point of entry focuses on convincing economists and financiers by highlighting 
the cost reductions brought about by e-health solutions such as health cards that 
have lower administrative costs, monitoring of expenditure and of medical 
nomadism. 

Healy (2008) noted that The value of this approach is that each of these three 
groups will, little by little, come to understand the needs and interests of the 
other, neighboring e-health services and will gradually converge towards 
adoption of the electronic health record (EHR) and healthcare networks, which 
are becoming the cornerstones of future health systems. 
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4.2 Administrative, legislative and regulatory frameworks 
 

Healy (2008) noted that appropriate administrative, legislative and regulatory 
frameworks are essential to the implementation of a national or regional e-health 
project and lack of such frameworks guarantees difficulties in the medium or long 
term. Healy (2008) further stressed that these administrative, legislative and 
regulatory frameworks must allow for the normal use of information and 
communication technologies within the health sector and has a bearing on the 
fundamental rights of the citizen, e-commerce, health and a large number of 
international regulations governing the technical and economic spheres. Healy 
(2008) pointed out that the framework has to do with the following three major 
aspects. 

a. On the general level: Rules governing security, respect for human rights 
and protection of the citizen, including the protection of personal 
nominative data, respect for intellectual property, sound economic 
governance and market transparency; regulations on the legal status of 
electronic documents and signatures; instruments relating to the 
implementation of directives and international standards, particularly in the 
field of security and data confidentiality and e-commerce; and rules on 
environmental protection and waste management and on equal 
opportunities for citizens. 

b. On the technical level: liberalization of the telecommunication sector and 
absence of any monopoly in this sphere; transparent bidding procedures, 
a reasonable taxation policy, independent arbitration and regulation 
systems for telecommunications; and respect for international norms and 
standards, and related regulations. 

c. On the medical level, this includes: codes of ethics for health 
professionals; protocols for the certification and type approval of medical 
equipment; rules for the protection of health professionals in the exercise 
of their duties (radiological protection, contamination, etc.); rules 
governing hygiene and safety in regard to hospital wastes; sound rules 
governing the production, distribution and management of medicines; and 
rules governing the status of medical records. 

On this note, Healy (2008), stressed on the need for existence or establishment 
of local administrative machinery to enforce the legislative and legal frameworks 
and where properly justified and based on elements that are of benefit to the 
country, new regulations in many cases inspired by experience elsewhere may 
be proposed to the competent authorities. Healy (2008) also pointed out that 
although regional cooperation between States can play an important role, the 
exchange of medical records between States can legitimately take place only 
where a similar level of personal data protection prevails in each of the countries 
e.g. clinical trials conducted in country A, where legislation is lax, cannot have its 
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data transferred to country B where the legislation is rigorous. In this case, Healy 
(2008) observed that regional cooperation can be facilitated by partnerships with 
international bodies, which can serve as the guarantors of codes of good 
conduct, credibility and project continuity. 

4.3 E-health in developing countries 
Healy (2008) noted that the first step in the implementation  of e-health depends 
on the degree to which e-health applications are dependent on technologies 
(networks, high-speed transmission, access facilities and the associated costs), 
local network infrastructures – which in turn are highly dependent on local 
economies. Healy (2008) went further to classify the countries into three main 
economic groups based on average income per in habitat as follows: 

a. The "rich" countries, where the average annual income per person is in 
the order of USD 10,000; this includes the G8 countries where one billion 
of the planet's inhabitants live.  

b. The least developed countries, with an average annual income per person 
of less than USD 1,000, account for two and a half billion people. 

c. Countries in transition with middle income levels and are undergoing rapid 
developments such as China, India, Brazil and Viet Nam.  

Healy (2008) noted that the development of e-health solutions in some countries 
is hindered by an aversion to progress, resulting in social inertia; by 
administrative regulations whose great number is matched by their 
obsolescence; and by a political wariness about stepping on the toes of pressure 
groups or powerful interests afraid of change that represents a threat to well-
established structures which are pertinent in the field of health, where progress 
can be seen as a series of political compromises between the desire to 
accelerate the reform of traditional health systems and the extent to which 
professionals and end users are prepared to tolerate change. On the positive 
side, Healy (2008) observed that after 20 years of inertia and silence, most 
players are now convinced of the value of e-health solutions and are contributing, 
both individually and through health professionals' and patients' associations, to 
their advancement and all of the economic and social prerequisites for the 
viability of e-health projects are in place on paper. 

On the other hand, Healy (2008) noted that in the emerging countries which are 
neither very rich nor very poor but whose growth rate runs to two figures, the 
context is altogether different as they are often marked by a strong political will to 
be present on the international stage and the use of ICTs is a key instrument for 
accelerating economic and social progress. Healy (2008) further noted that in 
order to respond effectively to the ever growing public demand mainly for  new 
middle classes who are able to pay for the services received , the authorities are 
fully aware that the conventional approach to healthcare education and provision 
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will be inadequate and  ICTs are at the heart of the new type of response now 
being proposed, and it is in the emerging economies (for example, South Africa) 
that the most dynamic policies for their implementation exists. 

In the developing or poor countries, Healy (2008) noted that almost everything is 
lacking: electrical and ICT infrastructures, money, credible political backing in 
some cases, a minimum of meaningful administrative regulations, and local 
human resources. Healy (2008) further noted that the situation in developing 
countries has barely changed in the last 20 years other than in the case of mobile 
telephony and these countries have together witnessed thousands of e-health 
initiatives, scattered here and there and referred to as "pilot phase" or "testbed" 
by international bodies and finance agencies with a short-term horizon whose 
common fate of such initiatives is to wither and die once the financiers and 
sponsors withdraw, leaving the disappointed users to either carry on in some 
way, transition the project, or secure new funding themselves. 

4.4 General methodology for the implementation of e-health services 
in developing countries 

Preliminary phase 

Healy (2008) noted that e-health project are often initiated by the local, regional 
or national authorities responsible for the health or, occasionally, the 
telecommunications sector; local users (professionals or patients); and 
international bodies or academic institutions aware of local health problems and 
proposing e-health as a tool to improve the situation and it is during the 
preliminary phase that the initiating party’s motivations and expectations have to 
be clarified, a reference documents setting out the objectives and estimated 
duration of the project is developed and measurable targets are established so 
that the project can be evaluated against these metrics. 

Healy (2008) also noted that it is during this phase that the in-depth analysis of 
the assumptions and plan, including the context (policy environment, resources 
and risk) is done to validate and refine the reference document and set out the 
prerequisite for success that may be followed by stakeholders meeting in the 
health sector. 

During the stakeholder consultations, Healy (2008) stressed on the need to 
outline and agree on the underlying vision of the e-health with an aim of avoiding 
technology driven approaches that are more media focused than medical. 
Furthermore, Healy (2008) emphasized on the need to have a medium- to long-
term projection in order to define the prerequisites for ensuring the project's 
sustainability following the development phase and the consultations should be 
based on objective and quantitative data (such as number of patients, disease 
prevalence, availability of human resources, estimated development and 
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operational costs.) that should be followed by the degree to how much added 
value will be created by the e-health solution. 

Once the added value of the envisaged e-health solution has been determined, 
Healy (2008) also stressed on the need to seek evidence and lessons learned 
from similar projects through case studies, research that yield more information 
and benchmarks regarding the results, the infrastructure and human resources 
required, costs and administrative environment, as well as the evaluation metrics 
used even though the specific needs may differ and technologies may have 
evolved.  

Healy (2008) also noted that further discussions to determine project scope 
should be held with additional stakeholders like ministries responsible for 
telecommunications, education or agriculture, United Nations agencies, NGOs, 
and company representatives  to have their input  and project governance in the 
form of a steering committee (or task force) and related working groups should 
be set up during this phase. 

The planning phase 

According to Healy (2008), the purpose of this phase is to establish a credible, 
all-embracing project document that describes the project's technical aspects in 
detail, an activity that need to be led by neutral professionals with technical and 
other human resources necessary for developing projects at their disposal. Healy 
(2008) further recommended engagements of donors and funding bodies to be  
maintained in parallel with this technical study and working meetings should be  
held with the professionals concerned with establishing or operating the e-health 
system.  

Chetley (2006) observed that the use of ICTs for health and development 
involves local, regional and international participants as stakeholders and no one 
sector or one set of stakeholders can deal with the complexity involved in the 
effective use of ICTs in health. Chetley (2006) further noted that technical 
knowledge, experience, and financial investments needed to establish large and 
complex ICT initiatives require tapping into resources and expertise that no 
single organisation retains, hence several key groups should be considered 
when discussing efforts for ICTs and health. 

Development phase  

During the development phase of an e-health, Healy (2008) stressed on the need 
to divide the project into phases with an aim of limiting attendant risks and to 
facilitate the budgetary process and each development phase need to have 
clearly defined objectives, resources, deadlines and results. Healy (2008) also 
noted that these project phases help in the identification of administrative and 
legal difficulties as they arise (e.g., data security, ethics, intellectual property 
regulations) that need to be handled together with the competent authorities and 
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the support and expertise of international bodies is valuable in managing these 
challenges. 

In order to monitor e-health developments worldwide through information support 
provided by industry and organisations such as ITU and WHO, Healy (2008) 
recommended an establishment of a “Technology Watch” during this phase 
where attention to new solutions, resources and examples of relevant projects 
can be drawn. The technology watch unit can make contacts via the Internet, 
teleconferences and face-to-face meetings to develop a genuine global network 
of experts from the sector with whom mutually-beneficial exchanges can take 
place, not forgetting regular participation in specialized meetings is a valuable 
way in which to develop this human network with a view of comparing methods 
and results (Healy, 2008). 

Healy (2008) also emphasized on the need not to receive proposals for additional 
initiatives and under no circumstances must the plans, budgets and resources 
allocated to the initial project be diverted from their objective even though such 
initiatives may be of benefit. Furthermore Healy (2008) stated that any new 
subsidiary project needs to be managed according to the same principles as the 
main project with some synergies if possible. 

During this phase, Healy (2008) recommended considerations of methods of 
financing the project and the allocation of resources and any economies of scale 
that can be achieved by sharing the costs of development or adaptation to local 
conditions with similar projects nearby, any use of standard medical or technical 
protocols and any transfer of operational modules developed by other credible 
partners must be welcomed in as much as they help to reduce costs and ensure 
the project's continuity and maintenance. 

Healy (2008) also pointed out on the need to make a choice of the technical 
protocols and operating system for the e-health and use of standard technical or 
medical protocols (e.g. Dicom for imaging, XML, HL7, ICT 10 for the exchange of 
medical data.) must be encouraged. However Healy (2008) noted that the choice 
of operating system is a delicate one on account that on the one hand there are 
the freeware products made available by numerous dynamic developers, and on 
the other hand there are the proprietary one and the choice made need to ensure 
the maintenance and continuity of the project. 

Implementation phase 

According to Healy (2008), it is at the implementation phase where the  training 
programmes are absolutely essential, in addition to periodic evaluations, and 
adjustments to the e-health solution need to be done as soon as users starts 
giving feedback or make comments. Healy (2008) also recommend the setting up 
of a help point in the form of a telephone helpline or a physical presence with 
competent person familiar with the relevant medical terminology and well 
informed on local working conditions. 
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Healy (2008) also emphasized on the need to manage any disappointments and 
frustrations due to the new way of working that often takes the form of fear or 
incomprehension that can be traced back to shortcomings on the training side.  

Evaluation, final adjustments and further development 

Healy (2008) noted that the evaluation phase is very important for the future of 
the project and as a response to requests from sponsors whose evaluation 
criteria must be designed at the time of the preliminary study of the e-health.  

Healy (2008) also noted that in most cases implementation of the e-health project 
may change the procedures in force and the initial indicators may no longer 
appear very relevant and the evaluation need to respond to the questions posed 
by the three major groups of partners concerned with the e-health solution 
namely the professionals, the economists and the politicians  who must stand to 
benefit in its own way of which the result must be mutually beneficial, and 
potential losers (through job losses, for example) need to be identified in advance 
so that worthwhile alternatives can be found. 

4.5 Challenges to the deployment of e-health in developing countries 

4.5.1 Culture, Socioeconomic and development constraints 

Rodigues (2003) noted that technology distribution and access deficiencies 
represent the most acute issues in the dissemination of e-health applications. 
Rodrigues (2003) further pointed out that digital divides, like social and 
economic divides, exist within and not just between societies and are integral 
parts of a much broader and intractable `development divide' that include 
insufficient telecommunications infrastructure, high telecommunications 
tariffs, inappropriate or weak policies, organizational inefficiency, lack of 
locally created content, and uneven ability to derive economic and social 
benefits from information-intensive activities. 

Stella (2007) also noted that the majority of African countries are grappling 
with major socioeconomic development challenges that include wars, 
diseases and poverty, which affect the provision of medical care for both the 
rich and the poor. 

Oak (2007) noted that the major problem to implementation of e-health in 
developing countries is of financial constraints and income disparities, 
exorbitant costs of usage fees and telephone time, even a rudimentary health 
information system costs excessively. 

Chetley(2006) noted that  there is little investment in ICTs for health in most 
developing countries and the picture is one of fragmentation, with many 
different varieties of ICTs being acquired from different donors. Chetley 
(2006) further noted that very few government-run health services have 
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properly functioning ICTs within them, and there is no reliable infrastructure to 
enable inter-organizational transfers of information and invariably, there is no 
national health information and IT infrastructure to underpin the delivery of 
health care.  

According of oak (2007), some cultures restrict access to the World Wide 
Web and in particular to certain medical illustrations of the human body, in 
some, information flow is more restricted for political purposes (6,16). 
Inequalities in health among socioeconomic groups and by gender, race or 
ethnicity, geographical area and other measures associated with social 
advantage are obstacles 

4.5.2 Technology infrastructure and operational issues 

Poor telecommunications infrastructure, limited number of internet service 
providers (ISP), lack of access to international bandwidth, and affordable 
internet access costs  are readiness issues that  continue to be major 
impediments to diffusion of internet applications to the point of care in 
developing countries.(Rodrigues, 2003). 

Oak (2007) also noted that quality of the processes used to select the 
information is not consistent , modest attention to data management 
contributes frequently to face challenges in cleaning, analyzing and 
interpreting data , a proper working environment and training or guidance in 
constructing a reliable database is rarely available as data is managed by 
temporary and unskilled persons and  Improper practice of data management 
may create an unreliable database which consequently gives spurious 
outcomes. 

Chetley (2006) noted that  there is little investment in ICTs for health in most 
developing countries and the picture is one of fragmentation, with many 
different varieties of ICTs being acquired from different donors. Chetley 
(2006) further noted that very few government-run health services have 
properly functioning ICTs within them, and there is no reliable infrastructure to 
enable inter-organizational transfers of information and invariably, there is no 
national health information and IT infrastructure to underpin the delivery of 
health care.  

4.5.3 Imperfect markets 

Rodrigues (2003) noted that in many developing countries the market for ICT 
products and services is limited and the hospital subsector is characterized by 
small facilities that cannot afford the major capital expenses in deploying ICT 
resources and would be hard-pressed to meet the operational costs to 
maintain in-house applications. 

4.5.4 Entry barriers for service providers and firms 
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Rodrigues (2003) noted that the introduction of electronic marketplaces in 
developing countries are of greatly concern as they are related to the 
difficulties in regulating offshore business, the dominance of the internet 
global communications infrastructure by a few countries, and a growing 
concentration of power and knowledge in few corporations and as is usually 
the case with innovation, the agents that first move into the market quickly 
attain a dominant position, block the entry of new competitors, and capture a 
large part of potential proceeds. 

4.5.5 Skilled and committed human resources are essential 

Rodrigues (2003) noted that People are central to the value-added creation of 
e-health products and services and an organization’s human resource is the 
key to success. In this regard, employees' skills are the most expensive and 
least elastic resource and an obstacle to technological development in 
developing countries.  

Shrikant (2010) noted that countries with poor economies and weak 
healthcare infrastructure are likely to also be the ones with the most 
inadequate human resources for health and such countries tend to have the 
greatest difficulty in developing the resources to build the capacity of and 
expand the absolute numbers of health workers. 

Shrikant (2010) also noted that building the human resources for health 
should not only include healthcare professionals like physicians and nurses, 
but must take into consideration community health workers, mid-level workers 
and strengthened primary healthcare systems to increase coverage and 
address the basic health needs of societies mainly for developing countries 
where healthcare access is a critical challenge and Countries should first 
identify their health problems in order to properly address their health worker 
needs, retention, recruitment and training. 

On the same note, Oak (2007) also noted that complementary approaches of 
workforce capacity to human  resource development work in the context of 
systems and long-term perspective are not taken into consideration most of 
the times and more challenging is the problem of convincing individuals to 
new technologies. 

4.5.6 Public health authorities frequently have a misguided vision of 
ICT 

Rodrigues(2003) noted that most public health organisations in the 
developing world are not taking advantage of existing ICT opportunities and 
most existing information systems are inadequate to the requirements of the 
new models of healthcare being deployed in the context of health reform 
initiatives.  
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Rodrigues(2003) further observed that besides the common perception 
among physicians that health information systems are mostly a source for 
scientific and technical information, often public health authorities have a view 
of clinical-administrative information systems that is obsolete and frozen in a 
`statistical-epidemiological' archetype, designed for the collection of numerical 
data representing only counts of events and mostly generating only highly 
aggregated statistical data and time series related to mortality, morbidity, and 
to service utilisation and coverage that have very little practical interest to 
direct care professionals and unit managers, and are far behind in providing 
the logistical and longitudinal individual client-based data required to operate 
and manage the sort of healthcare models being deployed in many countries. 

4.5.7 Standardisation is a prerequisite 

Rodrigues (2003) noted that the lack of national standards for unique person 
identification has slowed implementation of patient-based information 
systems even though  a great amount of work has been done in the creation 
and promotion of data-related standards and existence of solutions that allow 
different organisations and systems to communicate through standardised 
open access internet software languages. 

4.5.8 Security and privacy are major concerns 

Rodrigues (2003) noted that data security and privacy of personal health data 
are universal concerns and a high-priority issue in many countries and there 
is a growing concern regarding the protection of health records against 
intrusion, unauthorised use, data corruption, intentional or unintentional 
damage, theft, and fraud. 

While acknowledging that health data transmitted over national and 
international networks offer unprecedented opportunities for better patient 
care and community health interventions by facilitating data exchange among 
professionals, Rodrigues (2003) pointed out on issues to do with 
confidentiality as the mai n challenge and stressed that timely access to the 
right information can only be realized through secure connections shared 
across all platforms. 

“Given the sensitive nature of healthcare information, and the high degree of 
dependence of health professionals on trustworthy records, the issues of 
reliability (data residing in the electronic health record are accurate and 
remains accurate), security (owner and users of the electronic health record 
can control data transmission and storage), and privacy (subject of data can 
control their use and dissemination) are of particular significance and must be 
clearly and effectively addressed by health and health-related organisations 
and professionals”[Rodrigues (2003), P.15] 
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Rodrigues (2003) further noted that reliability, security, and privacy can be 
accomplished by the implementation of a number of preventive and protective 
policies, tools, and actions that address the areas of physical protection, data 
integrity, access to information resources, and protection against 
unauthorised disclosure of information. 

4.5.9 Quality of publicly available information 

Rodrigues (2003) noted that while the internet offers unprecedented power to 
provide all users of healthcare information i.e. patients, professionals, 
families, caregivers, educators, researchers, insurers, regulators, and 
policymakers  with data of unprecedented timeliness, accuracy, depth, and 
diversity, quality of publicly available information is also probably one of the 
most serious issues in the area of internet-based interactive health 
communications as the web can also be a channel for potential 
misinformation, concealed bias, covert self-dealing, and evasion of legitimate 
regulation due to its decentralized structure, its global reach, its leveling of 
access to the tools of publication, its immediacy of response, and its ability to 
facilitate free-ranging interchange.  

In order to overcome the challenges that developing countries are facing, Stella 
(2007) in making reference to (Ojo et al., 2007) stated that there is a need to 
improve information and communication exchange in the healthcare industry in 
order to accelerate knowledge diffusion and increase access to information. 

Stella (2007) noted that the factors that are of significance in the provision of 
quality healthcare include timeliness, patient centeredness, efficiency, 
effectiveness, equity and safety that do not exist in the provision of healthcare in 
some of the rural communities in developing countries. Stella (2007) referred to 
ABARD [2005:4], who noted that the use of ICT can enhance the quality of 
services in rural areas by providing a better and more cost-effective approach to 
service delivery by implementing various e-health solutions within rural hospitals. 
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5. Chapter Five: Empirical Setting and research data 

In the course of my research, I visited three Central hospitals, four district 
hospitals and two health centers that have Electronic Data System (EDS) 
implemented and are providing e-health services to their clients.  During these 
visits, I had interviews with clinicians who use the EDS systems, hospital 
administrators and patients.  

I also had interviews with EDS systems developers and managers from Luke 
International Norway (LIN) and Baobab Health trust. At the Ministry of health 
head quarters, I had some interviews with head of monitoring and evaluation and 
director of HIV & AIDS unit. 

In some hospitals, a questionnaire was administered and the responses were 
consolidated and presented in tabular format. 

The sections below outlines the research data empirical settings. 

Key: 

KCH=Kamuzu Central Hospital; LH = Light House, QE-CH = Queen Elizabeth 
Central Hospital; ZA-CH = Zomba Central Hospital; NU-DH= Ntcheu District 
Hospital; NB-DH = Nkhata-Bay District Hospital; MZ-CH = Mzuzu Central 
Hospital; M’BA = M’ban’gombe Health center; NGO =Ngoni Health Center; 

N= No; Y = Yes; N/A = Not Applicable; P = Partially 

5.1 FUNDING FOR E-HEALTH 

Under this section, i focused on establishing the source for funding for the 
Electronic Data Systems (EDS) being implemented in district hospitals as well as 
health centres in the Malawi ministry of health.  The table below shows a 
summary of data compiled from the interviews I conducted with hospital 
administrators and questionnaire I administered to the ministry health of health.  

Category KC
H 

L
H 

QE
-
CH 

ZA
-
C
H 

NU
-
DH 

N
B-
D
H 

MZ
-
CH 

M’B
A 

NG
O 

Government through 
ministry of health provides 
funding 

N N N N N N N N N 

Funding for system 
maintenance and operation 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 
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cost provided by Systems 
Developer 

Developing partners 
provide funds 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

DHMT prepares budgets 
for e-health infrastructure 
and services 

N N N Y Y N Y N N 

Table 3: Funding for E-health 

5.2 HUMAN CAPACITY AND SYSTEM MAINTENANCE 

Under this section I focussed on assessing the availability of human resources to 
provide the required system support and maintenance. The research also looked 
at the involvement of the hospital management team in the e-health project the 
Malawi ministry of health of implementing. I visited nine e-health institutions 
where I had interviews with hospital administrators and users of the systems. The 
table below shows a summary of data for each health institution per category. 

Category KC
H 

L
H 

QE
-
CH 

ZA
-
C
H 

NU
-
DH 

N
B-
D
H 

MZ
-
CH 

M’B
A 

NG
O 

There is an ICT person to 
provide first line of 
technical support. 

N Y N N N N Y N N 

There is an information 
systems security person to 
manage systems security 

N N N N N N N N N 

Developers respond to user 
problems within a short 
period of notice. 

N Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y 

Users seek support from 
developers very often for 
system problems. 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

District Health hospital 
Management Team  is 

N N N Y Y N Y N N 
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actively involved in EDS 
activities.  

Table 4: Human Capacity and  System Maintenance 

 

5.3 POLICIES, STANDARDS, GUIDELINES, STRATEGIES AND 
REGURATORY FRAMEWORKS 

This section aimed at assessing availability of policies, standards, guidelines, 
strategies and regulatory frameworks for the e-health solutions the Malawi 
ministry of health is implementing. The focus group for this assessment was the 
Malawi ministry of health headquarters and the implementing partners (Baobab 
health trust and Luke International Norway). The group was targeted as the 
areas under research are done at high level hence any decision made at the 
Ministry level will trickle down to district hospitals as well as the health centres. 

Category Ministry of 
Health 

Implementing partners 

  Baobab 
Health Trust 

LIN 

Enterprise Information security 
policy Available. N N N 

Users training, system usage, 
and awareness Policy in place P P P 

Data and Document sharing 
Policy N N N 

E-health supervision monitoring 
and evaluation guidelines 

P P P 

ICT Policy in place? Y Y N 

ICT policy cover e-health  N N N 

A strategic plan for ICT N N N 

An e-governance strategy and 
plan in place 

P P P 

A health policy and strategy in 
place  N N N 
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Does the health policy include 
e-health? N N N 

A health sector strategic plan in 
place. 

Y N/A N/A 

An e-health policy, and 
strategic plan in place  N N N 

Standards followed in the e-
health solutions. P P P 

E-legislation N N N 

Data protection  N P P 

Privacy and disclosure P P P 

Legislations for Citizens’ rights 
to access Medical information 
about them. 

P P 
P 

Legislations for Citizens’ rights 
to seek compensation for 
breach of Confidentiality, 
Integrity and Availability of their 
Electronic Medical Records? 

N N 

 
 
N 

Table 5: policies, standards, guidelines, strategies and regulatory frameworks 

 

5.4 USER TRAINING 

Under user training, my focus was on assessing how training of users on the 
EDS systems was done, how it is been done and what plans are there for 
continuous training in order to equip users with adequate skills and knowledge 
for successful usage of the systems. Table below shows the data summery on 
the outcome of the assessment for each e-health centre I targeted. 

Category KC
H 

L
H 

QE
-
C
H 

Z
A-
C
H 

NU
-
DH 

NB
-
D
H 

MZ
-
CH 

M’B
A 

NG
O 

All users at inception of the 
system were trained 

Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y 
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Recently trained staff N Y N N Y Y N N N 

Training long overdue since 
last training 

Y N Y N N N Y Y Y 

More that 5 new users not  
trained in using the system 

Y N Y N N N Y Y Y 

No on the job trainers of 
trainers. 

Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y 

Table 6: User Training 

5.5 SYSTEM USAGE: 

Under system usage, focus was on assessing acceptance of the system by the 
health personnel. The target groups for this assessment were the nurses, 
clinicians and hospital administrators. The table below shows the outcome of this 
assessment per each health institution that I visited. 

Category  K
C
H 

LH Q
E-
C
H 

NU
-
DH 

NB
-
DH 

MZ-
CH 

M’B
A 

NG
O 

Clinicians use the system  Y Y Y Y N Y N N 

Almost all nurses use the system Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

The system seems to add little or 
no value to business for decision 
making 

Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y 

User perceives the EDS as better 
than manual system. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Data discrepancies between 
source documents and EDS  Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Users use both manual and 
electronic system. Y Y N N Y Y N N 

Users are not able to generate 
reports  Y Y Y Y N N Y Y 
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Users have confidence in their 
reports Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y 

ART Supervision team uses EDS 
Report Y Y Y Y N N NA NA 

Table 7: System Usage 

5.6 SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE 

Under system performance, focus was on assessing the performance of the 
Electronic data systems that the Malawi ministry of health is implementing at 
point of care in its health institution. Eight health institutions (hospitals and health 
centres) were visited and the table below shows the results of this assessment. 

Category KC
H 

LH QE
-
CH 

N
U-
D
H 

N
B-
D
H 

M
Z-
C
H 

M’B
A 

NGO 

Overall the processing speed is fast  Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

System unavailable when there is 
power problem 

Y N N N Y N N N 

System freezes/crashes at point of 
care 

Y Y Y Y N N Y Y 

System interruptions experienced 
often 

Y Y Y N N N N N 

Table 8: System Performance 

5.7 SYSTEM SECURITY 

Under system security, I focussed on assessing management of security for the 
electronic data the EDS systems keeps. Emphasis was on security controls that 
would ensure data and system confidentiality, integrity and availability. I also 
looked at areas of business continuity and disaster recovery of the e-health 
centres within the Malawi ministry of health. The table below shows the data on 
the outcomes of the assessment. 
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Category KC
H 

LH Q
E-
C
H 

NU
-
DH 

NB-
DH 

MZ-
CH 

M’B
A 

NGO 

Physical security like locked 
cabinets, locked rooms in 
place. 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

All users have passwords N Y Y N N Y Y Y 

Passwords managed by 
System developers Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Users share passwords if one 
has forgotten one’s password 
or has no account 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

No Antivirus installed on 
computer systems Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y 

No firewall installed on the 
computer system mainly the 
servers 

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Backups done at facilities by 
users at facility level 

N N N N N Y N N 

Backups done by System 
developers Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Levels of data security 
implements N N N N N N N N 

Security taken as part of 
system design N N N N N N N N 

Backups taken for offsite 
backup. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Business continuity and 
disaster recovery plans in 
place 

N N N N N N N N 

Table 9: System Security 
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5.8 POWER MANAGEMENT 

Under this section, I aimed at assessing power management in terms of power 
backup to ensure systems availability in case of power outage, source of energy 
and power consumption reduction plans in place to reduce cost. The table below 
shows the outcome of the assessment for nine e-health centres of which two 
M’bangombe and Ngoni are located in the remote areas where there is no main 
power grid. 

Category KC
H 

L
H 

QE
-
CH 

ZA
-
C
H 

NU
-
DH 

N
B-
D
H 

MZ
-
CH 

M’B
A 

NG
O 

ESCOM main power 
source Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N N 

Use batteries for Power 
backup Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y 

Use batteries to power up 
the system Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y 

Use generator to power the 
system as a backup 

N N N N N Y Y N N 

User solar energy with  
batteries 

N N N N N N N Y Y 

Use ESCOM main power 
grid to charge the batteries 

Y Y Y Y Y N N N N 

Use wind mills to generate 
power  to charge the 
batteries 

N N N N N 
 
N 

 
N Y Y 

Table 10: Power Management 
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5.9 COMPUTER HARDWARE & SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 

Under computer hardware and software architecture, I focussed on the kind of 
technology used for the EDS systems developed by Baobab health (KCH, LH, 
QR-DH, M’BA, NGO) and Luke Internal Norway respectively (NB-DH & MW-DH). 
Since different system developers have different preferences based on skills one 
has, an issue of standardisation was the main area of focus. The table below 
shows the data summery for the e-health institutions I targeted.  

Category KC
H 

L
H 

QE
-
CH 

NU
-
DH 

N
B-
D
H 

MZ
-
CH 

M’B
A 

NG
O 

Printer model used: TLP2844 Y Y Y X N N Y Y 

Client computers used: IOpener Y Y Y Y N N Y Y 

HP ML150 Proliant server used N N N N Y Y N N 

HP computer desktops used N N N N Y Y N N 

Screens use touch screen 
technology Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

Client Computers using J2 N N Y Y N N N N 

Table 11: Computer hardware  

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 

Category KC
H 

L
H 

QE
-
CH 

NU
-
DH 

N
B-
D
H 

MZ
-
CH 

M’B
A 

NG
O 

Microsoft SQL server 2005 
database used N N N N Y Y N N 

Mysql database used Y Y Y Y N N Y Y 

Web interface used Y Y Y Y N N Y Y 

Rich graphical interface used N N N N Y Y N N 
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Rubie on rails programming 
language used Y Y Y Y N N Y Y 

Delphi programming language 
used N N N N Y Y N N 

Windows operating systems used N N N N Y Y N N 

Linux Operating system used Y Y Y Y N N Y Y 

Table 12: Software architecture 
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6. Chapter Six: Research Results and Data Analysis 

Ellen (2003) noted that qualitative data consists of words and observations not numbers and as 
is with all data, analysis and interpretation are required to understand it and this requires 
creativity, discipline and a systematic approach. Ellen (2003) further stressed that the process of 
data analysis in a qualitative research mainly depends on the question being answered, the 
needs of those that will use the information and most importantly the resources the researcher 
has. 

According to Ellen(2003), one of the approaches for analysing qualitative research data is 
Content Analysis that is usually used for analysing and interpreting narrative data that come in 
many forms and from a variety of sources that may include many people, a few individuals or a 
single case, open ended questions and written comments on questionnaires, testimonials, 
individual interviews, discussion group or focus group  interviews, observations, documents, 
reports and news articles are some of the research approaches that yields narrative data for 
analysis. 

In this research, I have used content analysis method for data analysis in accordance with 
Ellen’s observation. As previously stated, my research is qualitative and the approach I have 
taken for my research suites well with the data analysis technique I have chosen. The following 
section is an analysis of the data under the empirical settings: 

6.1 FUNDING FOR E-HEALTH 

The data in table under funding for e-health reveals that the government of Malawi 
through the Ministry of Health does not provide any funding for the e-health 
infrastructure and heavily relies on their EDS implementing partners who get funding 
from the donor community for systems maintenance and operation costs of the e-health 
activities.  

This puts the whole ICT infrastructure at risk of discontinuity in case of donor apathy. 
However, even though some district hospital management teams do take a proactive 
role to allocate a budget for EDS operational costs that includes purchase of print 
cartridges and stationary, the majority of the District Health Management Team do not 
do this.  

The current scenario creates unfavourable conditions for information systems security 
programme in these e-health centres as it requires proper funding for its successful 
implementation. 

6.2 HUMAN CAPACITY AND SYSTEM MAINTENANCE 

The data in table under human capacity and system maintenance reveals that there is 
shortage of skilled ICT and information systems security personnel to manage the EDS 
systems in most health institutions in the Malawi ministry of health that leads to 
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overdependence on systems developers who are implementing the EDS systems for 
support. 

In all the EDS sites, there are no personnel for information systems security 
management, neither do they have such personnel within the ministry of health. 
Furthermore, the data analysis reveals that the management team in most e-health 
institutions are not actively involved in the EDS management may lead to difficulties in 
supporting information security programmes in these E-Health institutions. 

 

6.3 POLICIES, STANDARDS, GUIDELINES, STRATEGIES AND 
REGURATORY FRAMEWORKS 

An analysis of data on policies, procedures, standards, strategies and frames reveals 
that the ministry of health together with its implementing partners i.e. LIN, Baobab Health 
Trust, and CDC ignored formulation of policies, standards, procedures, guidelines   and 
frameworks which are very critical components in its adventure of building an e-health 
infrastructure to support its health care delivery system.  

No standards are being followed in the development of the e-health infrastructure and 
delivery of its e-health service thus putting the whole initiative at risk of loss of 
confidentiality, Integrity, Availability and privacy as most of the information systems 
security best practices recommended in these standards are not being incorporated.  

On health Act, the Malawi ministry of health, uses the Health Act that was established in 
1970’s and does not talk anything on e-health. This means the e-health solutions are 
being implemented without proper regulatory framework. 

The Malawi Ministry of Health has no Enterprise Information Systems Security Policy in 
place to guide management of information security in the building of the e-health 
infrastructure and delivery of its e-health services. Worse still, the MoH has no ICT policy 
that was supposed to outline strategic use of ICT resources in health sector and be used 
as a guiding tool in the e-health initiative currently being sort. Furthermore, general 
policies, guidelines and procedures on management of Electronic Data Systems are not 
in place. 

When I further investigated to find out why the Ministry of health has no such documents 
in place, it all pointed to lack of skilled personnel to carry out such activities as well as 
lack of resources in terms of finances. 

The situation makes management of information systems security difficult. As was noted 
by Mattord (2008), in order to manage information security effectively, effective and 
sound policies need to be implemented in any organization. 
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6.4 USER TRAINING 

An analysis of the data under user training reveals that users were trained in all centres 
at the inception stage of the systems. However as the ministry of health scaled up 
implementation of e-health systems in more  e-health institutions, training was not being 
provided to the old sites as the EDS system developers  concentrated on  new centres.   

Due to staff transfers from one site to another, most sites have new staff members that 
completely have no knowledge on how to use the system and they resort to manual 
system or use the EDS systems with difficulties that lead to introduction of errors in the 
system. 

I asked the hospital administrators and systems developers as to why there is no regular 
training for users, lack of budget on this at the Ministry of health was the key contributing 
factor as they rely on system developers to do this during systems implement. 

6.5 SYSTEM USAGE: 

From an analysis of data under systems usage, revelations are showing that users have 
little confidence in the EDS data. I probed further to understand why this is like that yet 
they view the system as useful and helpful at point of care, it was discovered that there 
is a lot of data inconsistencies between the source documents used in manual system 
and the electronic system to the extent that data cleaning has to be done by the system 
developers mainly on quarterly reports before the reports are used. Furthermore, reports 
are generated by system developers who visit the sites on a quarterly basis. This 
reduces level of confidence in users in using the systems and contributes to lack of 
knowledge sharing between the system developers and users.   

This is a result of lack of training to system users and inadequate system controls on 
data input and process. 

6.6 SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE 

An analysis of system performance data in table 6 indicates that the processing speed of 
the EDS system is acceptable. However the data reveals some elements of poor system 
design and lack of security controls to guarantee system availability. From the responses 
obtained during the interview and the questionnaire, systems developers of these EDS 
did not incorporate security as part of the design. This is exposed by EDS Systems 
freezing when running process that require more computing resources. 
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6.7 SYSTEM SECURITY 

Data analysis under system security shows that most sites have made strides in 
protecting EDS computer hardware from theft as most of them are locked as shown in 
figure 9 below: 

 

Figure 9: An example of Physical Security 

However, the data also reveals that some critical information security components are 
being neglected as it is revealing that the Malawi ministry of health is implementing EDS 
without antivirus software to protect the EDS from virus infection that may compromise 
integrity of their data. Furthermore no firewalls are being implemented to protect the 
EDS system from computer network and internet threats like hackers. 

The data analysis also reveals that the developers of the EDS systems never considered 
security as part of the System design. Further analysis of the data under this section 
reveals that no ICT tools are used to enhance security of the systems as evidenced by 
lack of antivirus software and firewalls in all systems.  

When I probed further as to why no ICT tools are used to enhance security of the e-
health systems, it was revealed that system developers have misconceived idea that 
Linux system is secure and there is no need for such tools. As for those systems running 
on windows, the response was that of lack of personnel, finances and awareness for 
security requirements for these EDS systems. 

6.8 POWER MANAGEMENT 

An analysis of data under power management reveals that almost all sites that have the 
main power grid provided by the Electricity Supply Commission of Malawi (ESCOM) 
have backup power supply that is used to power up the systems whenever there is 
power outage for business continuity. However sites that use other alternative sources of 
power e.g. Solar energy, have no backup power that may lead to systems unavailability 
whenever the main power supply system is down. 
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6.9 COMPUTER HARDWARE & SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 

The data analysis under this section shows that various models and computer hardware 
specifications are used in various e-health District hospitals in Malawi. An analysis of this 
data reveals that there is no standardisation of computer hardware and software 
currently being used in the EDS sites in Malawi. This is so because of systems 
developers’ preferences and lack of policy and guidelines in the ministry of health on 
standardisation of computer hardware for its e-health infrastructure. This kind of scenario 
creates problems in systems maintenance and security management as it would be hard 
to implement ICT tools to enhance data security for the e-health infrastructure. 
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7. Chapter Seven: Discussions and Conclusions 

My research aimed at identifying best practices for security of health information systems in 
resource limited environment. In order to identify these best practices, I used the Malawi 
Ministry of health as a case study as it embarked on implementing e-health solutions in its 
health sector with an aim of improving quality of its health services. 

After analysing the data in my empirical settings and data analysis section of this research, the 
following are the best practices that my research has uncovered for security in health 
information systems in a limited resource environment. 

7.1 Governments embarking on e-health initiatives should have e-legislations in place 
that should dictate minimum security requirements of e-health infrastructure and 
explicitly outline penalties for violations of such legislations. In addition to this, 
ICT policies and security policies need to be in place. 

In order to make Health organizations’ accountable to patients who are giving out 
their personal information, the legislations should give citizens’ rights to claim 
for any damages resulting from violation of their Electronic Medical Records 
Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability and Privacy.  

7.2 Standards should be followed in development of the e-health infrastructure to 
take advantage of the security best practices outlined in such documents. There 
are some standards that can be obtained for free and governments with limited 
resources should embark on making effective use of such standards.  

Amongst some of the notable standards, the Health Layer 7 (HL7) standard need 
to be considered for its adoption to take advantage of the EHR Functional Model, 
the HL7 Clinical Document Architecture (CDA), and the HL7 Reference 
Information Model (RIM) Electronic Health Records (EHR) standards that define 
the content and format of an EHR including the format of the messages used to 
transmit EHR across a network. 

In order to facilitate longitudinal EHR that aims at providing information on a 
patient’s medical history throughout the patient’s life time in a ubiquitously 
accessible manner, and storable in a persistent format, developing countries 
through their ministries of health, in collaboration with their development and 
implementing partners need to consider adopting ISO/TR 21089 Trusted End-to-
End Information Flows standard that provides guidelines for trusted end-to-end 
information flow for healthcare records, key trace points, and audit events in the 
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electronic entity/act record lifecycle, from point of record origination to each 
point of record access/use.  

The ASTM E31 Continuity of Care Record standard may also be considered for 
its adoption to foster and improve patient care continuity, reduction in medical 
errors, and assuring a minimum standard of health information transportability 
when a patient is referred or transferred to, or is otherwise seen by, another 
provider. 

7.3 Governments embarking on e-health services should look at sustainability of such 
initiatives by conducting total cost of ownership assessment that should include 
the cost of information security management of the e-health infrastructure to 
prepare them for financing the initiative in case of donor apathy.  

Most importantly such governments should make contributions or foster to 
collaborate with other countries that share the same language and cultural aspects 
in order to shares the costs associated with the e-health.  

7.4 Governments with limited resources should take advantage of donor funds to 
build internal capacity in management of security for the E-health infrastructure 
by including such requirements in their funding proposals or agreements. On this 
note, it is very much imperative to identify key personnel for the e-health 
infrastructure and retain them for skills and knowledge sharing within the 
institutions. 

7.5 Standardise e-health infrastructure for easy maintenance and security 
management of the E-Health infrastructure.  

In addition to this, many third world countries like Malawi have un-reliable 
power supply and they must consider having a redundant power supply for 
business continuity. In order to reduce cost, the green energy should be 
considered. In this case solar power or wind generated power would be ideal for 
both reliability and cost cutting measures. Use of low energy consumption 
equipment is should be considered  in such settings e.g. use of computer 
equipment that runs on direct current. 

7.6 Be conscious on security and have the belief that no system is 100% secure and 
take precautionary measures to protect the E-health systems from threats that 
may compromise confidentiality, integrity and availability of the e-health 
infrastructure and systems during the whole systems development life cycle.  
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It is a best practice for developing countries or health institutions willing to 
provide e-health services in their health delivery systems to conduct risk analysis 
and management at the inception phase of the whole e-health project to identify 
potential threats and risks that may affect their e-health infrastructure. If such 
countries or organizations have no capacity to carry out this activity, it is 
recommendable to seek support from their developing and implementing partners 
to provide expertise to carry out risk analysis and management for the e-health 
infrastructure while imparting knowledge and skills to their employees in the 
process..   

After conducting the risk analyses, such countries through their ministries of 
health need to come up with security policies, guidelines and procedures to guide 
in implementation of e-health infrastructure.  

7.7 Try as much as possible to use ICT tools that can be found free of charge on the 
internet to enhance security of e-health systems. This will be cost effective for 
limited resource setting. However if funds permit, get the proprietary tools from 
the vendors to protect the e-health systems. 

Some of the tools to be considered are Firewalls, anti-viruses, and Intrusion 
detection systems. The NOSSS that come with most operating systems be it 
Linux or windows should be fully utilized to enhance security of the system and 
build any other additional security tools on it.  

To reduce on costs in implementing ICT tools to enhance security of e-health 
infrastructure, developing countries should consider use of open source 
technologies which can be acquired at no cost. However, open source 
technologies requires specialised skills to manage them and a balance must be 
made in providing the required security and management of such tool. 

7.8 Involve users of e-health in the operations of the health information systems in 
place with an aim of transferring skills and knowledge on how to use and manage 
the systems effectively that will reduce user related errors that will translate to 
improved data integrity.  

7.9 Have the whole technical architecture of the planned e-health infrastructure in 
place in order to guide in the planning of the data transmission protocols to be 
use and kind of  security to be taken into considerations. 

If a distributed systems technology architecture approach is adopted, data 
transmission protocols like the Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), Message 
Oriented Middleware (MOM), WebSphere MQ message and Microsoft 
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Messaging Queue may be adopted to transmit health data. Such data transmission 
protocols would ensure business continuity as there is no one single point of 
failure; this is also cost effective as connectivity is very expensive and not 
reliable in most developing countries like Malawi. However this kind of 
architecture requires a lot of resources to properly administer the e-health 
infrastructure that may also not be economical and sustainable in developing 
countries with limited resources.   

It is therefore highly recommendable for developing countries embarking on e-
health services to strike a balance between initial cost in setting the ICT 
infrastructure for e-health services and recurring costs required to maintain and 
sustain the e-health infrastructure in coming up with the technology architecture 
that will in return dictate the kind of data transmission technologies and security 
solutions to be adopted. 

 

In conclusion, developing countries embarking on e-health service delivery in their health care 
system need to make effective use of donor support they get during the period of building of an 
e-health infrastructure. Main focus should be on capacity building. There is need to identify 
key personnel who will acquire necessary skills in management of information security and 
ICT management for the e-health infrastructure at the inception of the project. These key 
personnel should be retained to make sure that their knowledge has been imparted to other 
personnel in their respective countries. 

Most donor countries fund programmes on fixed period basis subject to renewal based on the 
set goals and outcome of the project being funded. In this regard, it is the best practice for e-
health organization relying on donor funds to have alternative sources of funding for the e-
health infrastructure in case of donor apathy that should include security management of the e-
health infrastructure. 

It is also a best practice for such governments to calculate total cost of ownership before 
embarking on building e-health infrastructure with support from their development partners. 
The outcome of total cost of ownership should guide such countries in soliciting funds for 
management of security and sustainability of their e-health infrastructure.  

In order to shared the costs of the e-health and ensure their sustainability, e-health institutions 
need to consider collaboration on the initiatives with other neighbouring countries that share 
common values and culture. 

It is my belief that if developing countries with limited resources wish to adopt e-health 
services in their health care delivery systems adopt the above outlined best practices, health 
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information security will be well managed and data confidentiality, Integrity, Availability and 
privacy will be preserved that would transform the health care delivery system.  

8. Chapter Eight: Further Research 

The relationship between Law and e-health security, and ethics and disclosure; are areas 
worth additional research. As noted in my discussions and conclusions that one way of 
striving for sustainability of e-health is to collaborate with other countries within and even 
outside the regions. This is also another area for research as collaboration on this issue 
may involve streamlining of some operation standards and security management practices 
that need to be explored. The impact of such collaborations on security management of the 
e-health infrastructure is another area worth a research. 
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10. Chapter 10: Appendices 

10.1 E-Health Security & Situation Analysis in Malawi questionnaire 

 

Overview 

 

Thank you in advance for your precious time spent in providing the required information requested in this 
questionnaire.  

This questionnaire has been designed to assess current situation for e-health in the Malawi Ministry of health 
and its development partners in regards to data security management, funding, policies, procedures, strategies 
and plans. 

Please kindly fill this questionnaire and submit it to kgnampanda@hotmail.com   

 

Questionnaire 

 

Respondent Information (Optional and  not required for Group Discussions) 

 

 Date dd/mm/yyyy  

 

 

Hospital Name or institution Name  

 Role in health or healthcare  

 Respondent’s name  

 Respondent’s job title  

 Official mailing address  

 

 

 

 

 Office telephone number  

 Email address  

 Mobile telephone number  

 Other, please specify  

 

ICT Infrastructure 

mailto:kgnampanda@hotmail.com
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2.1. What is the latest % telecommunications distribution by geography and population? 

 Please provide available maps or data. 

 National Geography Population 

 Provincial or regional % % 

 District – number …….   

 Other, please specify   

   

   

   

2.2. 
What is national coverage of the telecommunication infrastructure technology?                                                                                    
% 

 Ground based  

 Satellite technology  

 Other, please specify  

  

2.3 
What is the percentage usage of national telecommunication infrastructure 
technology?                                                                                    % 

 Ground based  

 Satellite technology  

 Other, please specify  

 

  

 

2.4 Is the current infrastructure reliable? 

1 = Not reliable, 2 = Fairly reliable, 3 = Very reliable 
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 Ground based, fibre optic  

 Satellite technology, VSAT  

 Wireless  

 Telephone line, dial up  

 Telephone line, leased  

 Telephone mobile  

2.5 Any communication infrastructure plans?                            Yes or No  

 Government  

 Private sector  

 NGO  

 Other, please specify  

 

  

 

2.6 What is next year’s estimate spend on items in 2.5?                    MWK 

 Government  

 Private sector  

 NGO  

 Other, please specify  

 

  

 

2.7 Name the top six telecommunication providers                          % 
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2.8 For internet service Providers (ISPs), please enter …                     % 

 Total number  

 Distribution – urban  

 Distribution -  rural  

2.9 What is the distribution of Internet point of presence?                 % 

 National  

 Urban  

 Rural  

2.10 What is the distribution of the National Grid power?                    % 

 National  

 Urban  

 Rural  

2.11 What is the distribution of solar power?                                        % 

 National  

 Urban  

 Rural  

  

ICT Use in Health Service Delivery 

 

3.1 Coverage by types of services for all providers          Yes/ No /Partially                                                                                             

 Healthcare facilities 

 Private hospitals  

 Provincial and regional hospitals  
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 District hospitals  

 Health sub-district   

 Health centres and clinics   

 Dispensaries  

 Other, please specify  

 

  

 

3.2 What ICT is available?                                                               Yes or No                                                                

 Walkie talkies  

 Radio call  

 Computer with accessories  

 Internet communication equipment  

 Generators or solar power  

 CD ROMS  

 PDAs  

 Flash disks  

 Video conferencing units  

 Video or digital cameras  

 LCD projectors and screens  

 Cell phones  

 Telemedicine diagnostic equipment  

 Telehealth and home monitoring equipment  

 Other, please specify  
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3.3 What are the main modes of communication                           Yes or No 

 Email  

 Internet  

 Cell phones  

 Video phones   

 Video conferencing  

 VOIP  

 Other, please specify  

 

  

 

3.4 Which type of software is used?                                            Yes or No 

 Open source  

 Proprietary  

 Comments  

  

 

 

 

 

3.5 Which types of e-health are used?                                           Yes or No 

 Electronic patient records  

 Smart cards  

 Physician order entry – laboratories  

 Physician order entry – radiology  
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 Physician order entry – prescribing  

 Physician order entry – therapies  

 Physician order entry – other  

 Pharmacy and dispensing  

 Theatre management  

 Hospital information systems  

 Community information systems  

 Vaccination and immunisation  

 Health insurance  

 Disease surveillance  

 CME or CPD and eLearning  

 Health education  

 Telemedicine  

 Telehealth and home monitoring  

 Healthcare supplies and logistics  

 Patient administration systems  

 Billing  

 Financial management  

 Human resource management  

 Other, please specify  

  

 

 

3.6 Please describe the benefits achieved from e-health, such as quality gains, better 
access, more patients, more efficient 

 Electronic patient records  
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 Smart cards  

 Physician order entry – laboratories  

 Physician order entry – radiology  

 Physician order entry – prescribing  

 Physician order entry – therapies  

 Physician order entry – other  

 Pharmacy and dispensing  

 Theatre management  

 Hospital information systems  

 Community information systems  

 Vaccination and immunisation  

 Health insurance  

 Disease surveillance  

 CME or CPD and e-learning  

 Health Education  

 Telemedicine  

 Telehealth and home monitoring  

 Healthcare supplies and logistics  

 Patient administration systems  

 Billing  

 Financial management  

 Human resource management  

 Other, please specify  
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Human Capacity 

 

4.1 
What is the computer literacy in using E-Health systems of the following key   
personnel?                                                                % 

 Doctors  

 Nurses  

 Administrators  

 Records assistants  

 Laboratory technologists  

 ICT Personnel  

 Do you have skilled personnel in Information security management?  

 Others, please specify  

 

  

 

4.2 Does your organisation provide in-house ICT training?        Yes or No 

 If yes, please specify the topics  

 

  

 

 The types of trainees  

 

  

 

 

Funding arrangement 
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5.1 Is there budget for e-health?                                                  Yes or No 

 Annual budget for recurring spending  

 Annual budget for capital spending  

5.2 If yes at 5.1, please specify the % of all budgets                           % 

 Annual budget for recurring spending  

 Annual budget for capital spending  

5.3 Are there any other sources of e-health finance?                    Yes or No 

 Government grants  

 International foundations  

 ICT vendors  

 Other, please specify  

 

  

 

5.4 Is the budget for e-health Planned annually?                                                        

 If Yes, what the main source of funds?  

 Government grants  

 International foundations  

 ICT vendors  

 Other, please specify  

 

  

 

 

Equipment standards, procurement and maintenance 
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6.1 Does your organisation have the following for equipment?    Yes or No 

 Equipment standard guidelines          

 Procurement policy guidelines           

 User policy  

 User guidelines                        

 Maintenance policy          

 Maintenance guidelines  

 Disposal policy                  

 Disposal guidelines  

6.2 Do the equipment suppliers provide training for:                   Yes or No 

 Users                                               

 Maintenance                                    

 Repair                                              

6.3 Do the equipment suppliers provide manuals for:                  Yes or No 

 Users                                                 

 Maintenance                                  

6.4 Are computers maintained within the organsiation?                                         

6.5 If  not, who provides technical support to maintain them?                 Yes or No 

 Local IT manager  

 Contracted out  

 Knowledgeable staff (to some extent)  

 I don’t know  

 Others (Specify)  

  

 

 

6.6 Is the technical support service available:                               Yes or No 

 All times  

 Some time  

 Never  

 

Access and linkage 

 

7.1 How are the e-health systems linked or integrated?              Yes or No 
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 Email  

 Radio call system  

 Telephone  

 Teleconferencing  

 VOIP  

 PDAs  

 Cell phone  

 Electronic data Interchange  

 HL 7  

 Message Queuing technology?  

 No linked  

 Other, please specify  

 

 
 

 

 

 

Data security Management 

8.1 Data Management                                                                     Yes or No 

 Do you have a dedicated unit for data management?  

 Do you maintain a backup copy of the records and information?            

 Do you maintain off-site backups?  

 Do you Have a business continuity and Disaster rRcovery Plans in Place?  

 
Are there any ICT tools used to enhance security of EDS? If yes Please list 
them. 
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 Is Security incorporated in the System development cycle of e-health?  

 If No to f, how is security management or implemented in the system?  

  

 

 

 Do you have levels of data security? If yes please list them  

  

 

 

8.2 What do you use for backing up?                                              Yes or No 

 Diskettes  

 CD  

 Tape  

 DVD  

 Micro films  

 External drives  

 Others, please specify  

  

 

 

Policies, Guidelines and procedures 

 

   

9.1 Have you developed policies for the following? Yes or No 

 Information security policy  
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 Users training, system usage, and awareness Policy  

 Data and Document sharing Policy  

 Privacy and consent  

 E-health supervision monitoring and evaluation guidelines  

 Other, please specify  

  

 

 

9.2 
If the items in 9.1 are not in place are there plans to develop them within one year from 
now?      

 Information security policy  

 Users policy   

 Data and Document sharing policy   

 Privacy policy on the web  

 E-health supervision monitoring and evaluation guidelines  

 What are the major challenges hindering this?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Policies, Standards, Strategies and Frameworks 

 

10.1 Do you have? Yes No Planned 

 A policy for ICT    
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 Does the ICT policy cover e-health    

 A strategic plan for ICT    

 An e-governance strategy and plan    

 A health policy and strategy    

 Does the health policy include e-health?    

 A health sector strategic plan    

 An e-health policy, and strategic plan    

 
Guidelines for new diagnostic equipment to be e-health 
compliant 

   

 Are  any standards followed in the e-health    

 If Yes to j please name them.    

 Comments    

  

 

 

10.2 Are regulatory frameworks that includes the following in place ? 

 E-legislation    

 Data protection     

 Privacy and disclosure    

 Citizens’ rights to access Medical information about them    

 
Citizens’ rights to give consent for any other usage of their 
medical records rather than for care and treatment? 

   

 
Citizens’ rights to seek compensation for breach of 
Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability of their Electronic 
Medical Records? 

   

10.3 Training    

 Training on telemedicine    

 Informatics     
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 Training in EDS Usage    

 Training in EDS Maintenance and support    

 Security education, training and awareness    
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What are major challenged facing e-health? 

 

 

 

10.1 EDS Assessment Questionnaire 
 

EDS SUPERVISION TOOL 

1 Supervision Date        

2 Facility Name    

4 System Usage 

 How many clinicians use the system at point of care  

 How many nurses use the system at point of care   

 Are reports generated in EDS having same data as that generated from the register? Y N 

 Are system users able to retrieve old clients’ details whenever health passport is not 
present? 

  

 Are diagnosis well presented in the system   

 Are there any conflicts arising between the two systems i.e. Manual & EDS? Y N 

 If Yes, explain         
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 What benefits you users see on EDS as compared to Manual System   

  

 

 

5 System Performance 

 How is long does it take to retrieve data from the system V. Slow Fast V. fast 
 

 Are there any system interruptions experienced while using the system  Y Y 

 If yes, how often?  Almost daily Once very week weekly Once in a while  
 

 If yes explain the kind of interruption and possible causes.    

  

 

 

 How is the system’s down time    V. often often rarely 
 

6 System Security         

 Is there any physical security implemented for servers? Y N 

 If Yes, how?  

  

 Are there password for ach and very user of the system? Y N 

 What happens when a user forget a password?    

   

  

 Are there any anti/Virus installed on servers? Y N 
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 Is there any Firewall installed and configured on the servers? Y N 

 Are there any backups done and at facility level? Y N 

 If yes how?  

  

  

 Are there any mechanisms implemented to preserve data integrity? Y N 

 If Yes Explain?  

  

7 EDS Hardware components   

 Server Specs:  Model  Processing speed   

   RAM  Had Disk Capacity   

 Printer specs:  Model  Year of make   

 Client computers  Model  Processing speed   

   RAM  Had Disk Capacity   

 Network Architecture 

 Is computer network cabling done properly? Y N 

 Is internet connection available? Y N 

 If yes, Who is the ISP?  Bandwidth   

  Number of users       

 Software Architecture     

 What database technology is used?  

 What user Interface technology used?  

 What programming language used?  

 What reporting software used?  

 User Training 
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 How many people were trained on using the system?  

 What cadres were the trainees? 

    

   

 How many trained staff were transferred, of left?  

 How many new staff were not trained  

 When was the last training offered?  

 Power         

 What is the main source of power? Escom Solar Generator 
 

 What is the alternative source of power?  

 What power backups are implemented at facility?  

 System Management 

 If there any EDS point person to provide first line of support? Y N 

 If Yes,  Provide Name  

  Roles played  

  Was there any special training provided? Y N 

 How often do you seek support from implementing partners? Weekly Monthly Rarely 
 

 How long do System developers take to respond to your queries? Instantl
y 

Two 
days 

week 

 

 How the facility does contribute to EDS Management?   

  

 

 

    

 What support does the facility expect for Ministry of Health Head Quarters   
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